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Sobolev spaces in metric measure spaces: 
reflexivity and lower semicontinuity of slope 

Luigi Ambrosio, Maria Colombo and Simone Di Marino 

Abstract. 

In this paper we make a survey of some recent developments of 
the theory of Sobolev spaces W 1•q(X, d, m), 1 < q < oo, in metric mea
sure spaces (X, d, m). In the final part of the paper we provide a new 
proof of the reflexivity of the Sobolev space based on r-convergence; 
this result extends Cheeger's work because no Poincare inequality is 
needed and the measure-theoretic doubling property is weakened to 
the metric doubling property of the support of m. We also discuss the 
lower semicontinuity of the slope of Lipschitz functions and some open 
problems. 
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§1. Introduction 

This paper is devoted to the theory of Sobolev spaces W 1,q(X, d, m) 
on metric measure spaces (X, d, m). It is on one hand a survey paper 
on the most recent developments of the theory occurred in [3], [4] (see 
also [5] for analogous results in the space BV of functions of bounded 
variation), but it contains also new results on the reflexivity of W 1,q, 
1 < q < oo, improving those of [7]. The occasion for writing this paper 
has been the course given by the first author in Sapporo (July-August 
2012). 

In a seminal paper [7], Cheeger investigated the fine properties of 
Sobolev functions on metric measure spaces, with the main aim of pro
viding generalized versions of Rademacher's theorem and, along with it, 
a description of the cotangent bundle. Assuming that the Polish metric 
measure structure (X, d, m) is doubling and satisfies a Poincare inequal
ity (see Definitions 6 and 45 for precise formulations of these structural 
assumptions) he proved that the Sobolev spaces are reflexive and that 
the q-power of the slope is Lq(X, m)-lower semicontinuous, namely 

(1.1) 
/h, f E Lip(X), L lA - flq dm-+ 0 

===? lim inf f IV' !h lq dm ~ f IV' !lq dm. 
h--+oo lx Jx 

Here the slope IV' /I, also called local Lipschitz constant, is defined by 

IY'fl(x) :=lim sup lf(y)- f(x)l. 
y--+x d(y,x) 

These results come also as a byproduct of a generalized Rademacher's 
theorem, which can be stated as follows: there exist an integer N, 
depending on the doubling and Poincare constants, a Borel partition 
{Xi}iEI of X and Lipschitz functions Jj, 1 ::=; j ::=; N(i) ::=; N, with the 
property that for all f E Lip(X) it is possible to find Borel coefficients 
c~, 1 :::; j:::; N, uniquely determined m-a.e. on Xi, satisfying 

(1.2) 

N(i) 

IV'(!- L c~(x)JJ)I(x) = 0 
j=l 

for m-a.e. X E Xi. 

It turns out that the family of norms on JRN(i) 

N(i) 

ll(a1, · · ·, ahr(i))llx :=IV' L <Yj/JI(x) 
j=l 
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indexed by X E Xi satisfies, thanks to (1.2), 

ll(ci(x), · · · ,c}v(i)(x))llx = IY'fl(x) for m-a.e. X E Xi. 

Therefore, this family of norms provides the norm on the cotangent bun
dle on Xi. Since N(i) :::; N, using for instance John's lemma one can find 
Hilbertian equivalent norms I · lx with hi-Lipschitz constant depending 
only on N. This leads to an equivalent (but not canonical) Hilbertian 
norm and then to reflexivity. In this paper we aim mostly at lower 
semicontinuity and reflexivity: we recover the latter (and separability as 
well) without assuming the validity of the Poincare inequality and re
placing the doubling assumption on (X, d, m) with a weaker assumption, 
namely the geometric doubling of (suppm, d). 

In connection with the expansion (1.2), it is also worthwhile to men
tion a remarkable paper [23] by Keith, where (1.2) is obtained replacing 
the Poincare assumption with a more infinitesimal condition, called Lip
lip: for some constant K, for all locally Lipschitz functions J, for m-a.e. 
x E X there holds: 

limsup sup lf(y)- f(x)l :::; Kliminf sup 
r.j.O yEB(x,r) r r.j.O yEB(x,r) 

lf(y)- f(x)l 
r 

However, we don't know whether Keith's condition is sufficient for the 
lower semicontinuity of the slope. 

Sobolev spaces, as well as a weak notion of norm of the gradient 
IV' flc,q, are built in [7] by considering the best possible approximation 
off by functions fn having a q-integrable upper gradient 9n, namely 
pairs (in, 9n) satisfying 

(1.3) 
lfn('Yl)- fn(!o)l:::; i 9n 

for all absolutely continuous curves 1 : [0, 1] --+X. 

Here, by best approximation we mean that we minimize 

liminf r l9nlq dm 
n-+oo lx 

among all sequences fn that converge to fin Lq(X, m). It must be em
phasized that even though the implication (1.1) does not involve at all 
weak gradients, its proof requires a fine analysis of the Sobolev spaces 
and, in particular, their reflexivity. At the same time, in [27] this ap
proach was proved to be equivalent to the one based on the theory of 
q-upper gradients introduced in [24] and leading to a gradient that we 
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shall denote IV' fls,q· In this theory one imposes the validity of (1.3) on 
"almost all curves" in the sense of [12] and uses this property to define 
IV' fls,q· Both approaches are described more in detail in Appendix A 
of this paper (see also [17] for a nice account of the theory). 

More recently, the first author, N. Gigli and G. Savan~ developed, 
motivated by a research program on metric measure spaces with Ricci 
curvature bounds from below, a new approach to calculus in metric 
measure spaces (see also [14] for the most recent developments). In 
particular, in [3] and [4] Sobolev spaces and weak gradients are built by 
a slightly different relaxation procedure, involving Lipschitz functions 
fn with bounded support and their slopes IV fnl instead of functions 
fn with q-integrable upper gradient gn: this leads to a weak gradient 
a priori larger than IY'flc,q· Still in [3] and [4], connection with the 
upper gradient point of view, a different notion of negligible set of curves 
(sensitive to the parametrization of the curves) to quantify exceptions in 
(1.3) was introduced, leading to a gradient a priori smaller than IV' fls,q· 
One of the main results of these papers is that all the four notions of 
gradient a posteriori coincide, and this fact is independent of doubling 
and Poincare assumptions. 

The paper, that as we said must be conceived mostly as a survey 
paper until Section 7, is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall 
some preliminary tools of analysis in metric spaces, the theory of gra
dient flows (which plays, via energy dissipation estimates, a key role), 
r-convergence, p-th Wasserstein distance Wv, with p dual to the Sobolev 
exponent q, and optimal transport theory. The latter plays a fundamen
tal role in the construction of suitable measures in the space of absolutely 
continuous curves via the so-called superposition principle, that allows 
to pass from an "Eulerian" formulation (i.e. in terms of a curve of 
measures or a curve of probability densities) to a "Lagrangian" one. In 
Section 3 we study, following very closely [4], the pointwise properties 
of the Hopf-Lax semigroup 

( ) . ( ) dP (X, y) Qd x := mf f y + 1 , 
yEX ptP-

also emphasizing the role of the so-called asymptotic Lipschitz constant 

Lipa(f,x) := infLip(f,B(x,r)) =limLip(f,B(x,r)), 
r>O r.j.O 

which is always larger than IY'fl(x) and coincides with the upper semi
continuous relaxation of IV fl at x in length spaces. 

Section 4 presents the two weak gradients IY'fl*,q and IY'flw,q, the 
former obtained by a relaxation and the latter by a weak upper gradient 
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property. As suggested in the final section of [4], we work with an even 
stronger (a priori) gradient, where in the relaxation procedure we replace 
IVfnl with Lipa(fn, ·). We present basic calculus rules and stability 
properties of these weak gradients. 

Section 5 contains the basic facts we shall need on the gradient flow 
(ft)t?:_O in L2 (X, m) of the lower semicontinuous functional f r-+ Cq(f) := 

~ fx IV fl~,q dm, in particular the entropy dissipation rate 

along this gradient flow. Notice that, in order to apply the Hilbertian 
theory of gradient flows, we need to work in L2 (X, m). Even when m 
is finite, this requires a suitable definition (obtained by truncation) of 
IV/kq when q > 2 and f E L2 (X,m) \Lq(X,m). 

In Section 6 we prove the equivalence of gradients. Starting from a 
function f with IV flw,q E Lq(X, m) we approximate it by the gradient 
flow of ft of Cq starting from f and we use the weak upper gradient 
property to get 

1. 11t! IVJsl~,qd d <f IVJI:1,qd 1m sup - 1 m s f 1 m 
t_J..O t 0 X Jf- - X p-

where p = qf(q - 1) is the dual exponent of q. Using the stability 
properties of IV fl*,q we eventually get IV Jkq ::; IV flw,q m-a.e. in X. 

In Section 7 we prove that the Sobolev space W 1,q(X, d, m) is re
flexive when 1 < q < oo, (suppm, d) is separable and doubling, and m is 
finite on bounded sets. Instead of looking for an equivalent Hilbertian 
norm (whose existence is presently known only if the metric measure 
structure is doubling and the Poincare inequality holds), we rather look 
for a discrete scheme, involving functionals '3'8(/) of the form 

'3'8(!) = L 8
1q L l!8,i- hilqm(Af). 

i AJ~A~ 

Here At is a well chosen decomposition of suppm on scale 8, /8,i =fA~ f 
and the sum involves cells AJ close to At, in a suitable sense. This 
strategy is very close to the construction of approximate q-energies on 
fractal sets and more general spaces, see for instance [21], [28]. 
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It is fairly easy to show that any f-limit point :fo of :f15 as 8 -+ 0 
satisfies 

(1.4) 
:fo(f) ~ c(co,q) L Lip~(f,·)dm 

for all Lipschitz f with bounded support, 

where c0 is the doubling constant of (X, d) (our proof gives c(co, q) ~ 
6qc'b). More delicate is the proof of lower bounds of :3"0 , which uses a 
suitable discrete version of the weak upper gradient property and leads 
to the inequality 

(1.5) :q L IV fl~,q dm ~ Yo(!) Vf E W 1,q(X,d,m). 

Combining (1.4), (1.5) and the equivalence of weak gradients gives 

:q L IVfl~,qdm ~ :fo(f) ~ c(co,q) L IVfl~,qdm 
Vf E W 1,q(X,d,m). 

The discrete functionals :3"8(!) + L:i lh,ilqm(Af) describe Lq norms in 
suitable discrete spaces, hence they satisfy the Clarkson inequalities; 
these inequalities (which reduce to the parallelogram identity in the 
case q = 2) are retained by the f-limit point :3"0 + II · llg. This leads 
to an equivalent uniformly convex norm in W 1 ,q (X, d, m), and therefore 
to reflexivity. As a byproduct one obtains density of bounded Lipschitz 
functions in W 1,q(X, d, m) and separability. In this connection, notice 
that the results of [3], [4] provide, even without a doubling assumption, a 
weaker property (but still sufficient for some applications), the so-called 
density in energy; on the other hand, under the assumptions of [7] one 
has even more, namely density of Lipschitz functions in the Lusin sense. 
Notice however that :3"0 , like the auxiliary Hilbertian norms of [7], is 
not canonical: it might depend on the decomposition Af and we don't 
expect the whole family :f15 to r -converge as 8 -+ o+. We conclude the 
section with an example showing that reflexivity may fail if the metric 
doubling assumption is dropped. 

In Section 8 we prove (1.1), following in large part the scheme of [7] 
(although we get the result in a more direct way, without an intermediate 
result in length spaces). In particular we need the Poincare inequality 
to establish the bound 

IV !I ~ C IV flw,q for any Lipschitz function f with bounded support, 
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which, among other things, prevents IV flw,q from being trivial. 
Finally, in the appendices we describe more in detail the interme

diate gradients IV flc,q and IV fls,q, we provide another approximation 
by discrete gradients also in non-doubling spaces (but our results here 
are not conclusive) and we list a few open problems. 

§2. Preliminary notions 

In this section we introduce some notation and recall a few basic 
facts on absolutely continuous functions, gradient flows of convex func
tionals and optimal transportation, see also [2], [29] as general references. 

2.1. Absolutely continuous curves and slopes 

Let (X, d) be a metric space, J C lF£. a closed interval and J 3 t f--+ 

Xt E X. We say that (xt) is absolutely continuous if 

Vs, t E J, s < t 

for some g E L 1 ( J). It turns out that, if ( Xt) is absolutely continuous, 
there is a minimal function g with this property, called metric speed, 
denoted by l±tl and given for a.e. t E J by 

I . I 1. d(x 8 , Xt) 
Xt = liD . 

s-+t Is- tl 

See [2, Theorem 1.1.2] for the simple proof. 
We will denote by C([O, 1], X) the space of continuous curves from 

[0, 1] to (X, d) endowed with the sup norm. The set ACP([O, 1], X) c 
C([O, 1],X) consists of all absolutely continuous curves'/ such that 

J0
1 li't jP dt < oo: it is the countable union of the sets { '/ : f0

1 li't jP dt :; 
n }, which are easily seen to be closed if p > 1. Thus ACP([O, 1], X) is a 
Borel subset of C([O, 1], X). 

We remark that the definition of absolutely continuous curve makes 
sense even when we consider an extended metric space (X, d), namely 
assuming that the distance may take the value oo; the properties de
scribed above hold true, with minor variants, in this context (see [3] for 
details). 

The evaluation maps et : C([O, 1], X) -+X are defined by 

and are clearly continuous. 
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Given f: X-+ lR and E C X, we denote by Lip(!, E) the Lipschitz 
constant of the function f onE, namely 

Lip(!, E) := sup 
x,yEE,xofcy 

lf(x)- f(y)l 
d(x, y) 

Given f : X-+ JR, we define slope (also called local Lipschitz constant) 
by 

IV fl(x) := lim IJ(y)- f(x)l_ 
y-+x d(y,x) 

For J, g :X -+ lR Lipschitz it clearly holds 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

IV(af + tJg)l :::; IailY' !I+ ltJIIVgl 

IV(fg)l:::; I!IIVgl + lgiiV fl. 

Va, ,8 E JR, 

We shall also need the following calculus lemma. 

Lemma 1. Let f : (0, 1) -+ JR, q E [1, oo], g E Lq(O, 1) nonnegative 
be satisfying 

lf(s)- f(t)l :S lt g(r) dr for 2 2 -a.e. (s, t) E (0, 1)2 . 

Then f E W 1,q(O, 1) and lf'l :S g a.e. in (0, 1). 

Proof. Let N c (0, 1? be the 2 2-negligible subset where the above 
inequality fails. Choosing s E (0, 1), whose existence is ensured by 
Fubini's theorem, such that (s, t) rf:. N for a.e. t E (0, 1), we obtain 
that f E L 00 (0, 1). Since the set N1 = {(t, h) E (0, 1)2 : (t, t +h) E 
N n (0, 1)2 } is 2 2-negligible as well, we can apply Fubini's theorem to 
obtain that for a.e. hit holds (t, h) rf:. (0, 1)2 \ N 1 for a.e. t E (0, 1). Let 
hi .,t. 0 with this property and use the identities 

11 f(t) cp(t- h~- cp(t) dt = 11 f(t + h~- f(t) cp(t) dt 

with¢ E Cl(O, 1) and h =hi sufficiently small to get 

111 
f(t)¢'(t) dtl :::; 11 

g(t)1¢(t)1 dt. 

It follows that the distributional derivative of f is a signed measure TJ 

with finite total variation which satisfies 
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therefore TJ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue mea
sure with ITJI ::::; g~1 . This gives the W 1,1 (0, 1) regularity and, at the 
same time, the inequality If' I ::::; g a.e. in (0, 1). The case q > 1 imme
diately follows by applying this inequality when g E Lq(O, 1). Q.E.D. 

Following [18], we say that a Borel function g : X --+ [0, oo] is an 
upper gradient of a Borel function f : X --+ JR. if the inequality 

(2.2) 

holds for all absolutely continuous curves 'Y : [0, 1] --+ X. Here fa, f = 

f('Yl)- f('Yo), while J, g = f0
1 g('Ys)bsl ds. 

It is well-known and easy to check that the slope is an upper gradi
ent, for locally Lipschitz functions. 

2.2. Gradient flows of convex and lower semicontinuous 
functionals 

Let H be an Hilbert space, 'IT : H --+ JR. U { +oo} convex and lower 
semicontinuous and D(w) = {w < oo} its finiteness domain. Recall that 
a gradient flow x : (0, oo) --+ H of 'IT is a locally absolutely continuous 
map with values in D(w) satisfying 

d 
- dt Xt E a-w(xt) for a.e. t E (O,oo). 

Here a-w(x) is the subdifferential of w, defined at any X E D(w) by 

a-w(x) := {p E H* : 'IT(y) ?: 'IT(x) + (p, y- x) Vy E H}. 

We shall use the fact that for all x0 E D(w) there exists a unique 
gradient flow Xt of 'IT starting from x0 , i.e. Xt --+ x0 as t _).. 0, and that 
t r-+ 'IT(xt) is nonincreasing and locally absolutely continuous in (0, oo). 
In addition, this unique solution exhibits a regularizing effect, namely 
-ftxt is for a.e. t E (0, oo) the element of minimal norm in a-w(xt)· 

2.3. The space (9"(X), Wp) and the superposition principle 

Let (X, d) be a complete and separable metric space and p E [1, oo ). 
We use the notation 9"(X) for the set of all Borel probability mea
sures on X. Given J-L, v E 9"(X), we define the Wasserstein (extended) 
distance Wp(f-L, v) E [0, oo] between them as 

Wff(J-L, v) :=min J dP(x, y) d-y(x, y). 
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Here the minimization is made in the class f(M, v) of all probability 
measures "Y on X x X such that nJ"Y = M and nW"Y = v, where ni : X x 
X--+ X, i = 1, 2, are the coordinate projections and h : &(Y) --+ &(Z) 
is the push-forward operator induced by a Borel map f: Y--+ Z. 

An equivalent definition of Wp comes from the dual formulation of 
the transport problem: 

(2.3) 

Here Lipb(X) stands for the class of bounded Lipschitz functions and 
the c-transform '1/Jc is defined by 

'1/Jc(y) := inf dP(x,y)- '1/J(x). 
xEX p 

We will need the following result, proved in [26]: it shows how 
to associate to an absolutely continuous curve Mt w.r.t. Wp a plan 
1r E &(C([O, 1],X)) representing the curve itself (see also [2, Theo
rem 8.2.1] for the Euclidean case). Notice that the result as stated in 
[26] is concerned with curves Mt with values in the space 

&p(X) :={ME &(X): L d(x0 , x)P dft(x) < oo for some x 0 EX} 

of probabilities with finite p-th moment (so that Wp is a finite distance in 
&p(X)), but the proof works also in the extended metric space &(X), 
since absolute continuity forces Mt to belong to the component 

at a finite distance from Mo. 

Proposition 2 (Superposition principle). Let (X, d) be a complete 
and separable metric space p E (1, oo) and let 

Then there exists 7r E &(C([O, 1], X)), concentrated on ACP([O, 1], X), 
such that (et)rt7r = ftt for any t E [O,T] and 

(2.4) for a. e. t E [0, T]. 
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2.4. r-convergence 

Definition 3. Let (X, d) be a metric space and let Fh : X -t 
[-oo,+oo]. We say that Fh f-converge to F: X -t [-oo,+oo] if 

(a) For every sequence (uh) C X convergent to u EX we have 

(b) For all u EX there exists a sequence (un) C X such that 

F(u) ~ limsupFh(uh)· 
h-+oo 

Sequences satisfying the second property are called "recovery se
quences"; whenever f-convergence occurs, they obviously satisfy 
limh Fh(uh) = F(u). 

The following compactness property of f-convergence (see for in
stance [10, Theorem 8.5]) is well-known. 

Proposition 4. If (X, d) is separable, any sequence of functionals 
Fh: X -t [-oo, +oo] admits a f-convergent subsequence. 

We quickly sketch the proof, for the reader's convenience. If {Ui}iEN 
is a countable basis of open sets of (X, d), we may extract a subsequence 
h(k) such that ai := limk infu; Fh(k) exists in iR for all i EN. Then, it 
is easily seen that 

is the f-limit of Fh(k)· 

F(x) := supai 
U;3X 

X EX 

We will also need an elementary stability property of uniformly con
vex (and quadratic as well) functionals under f-convergence. Recall that 
a positively !-homogeneous function Non a vector space Vis uniformly 
convex with modulus w if there exists a function w : [0, oo) -t [0, oo) 
with w > 0 on (0, oo) such that 

N(u) = N(v) = 1 ( u+v) N - 2 - ::; 1- w(N(u- v)) 

for all u, v E V. 

Lemma 5. Let V be a normed space with the induced metric struc
ture and let w : [0, oo) -t [0, oo) be continuous, nondecreasing, positive 
on (0, oo). Let Nh be uniformly convex positively !-homogeneous func
tions on V with the same modulus w, f-convergent to some function N. 
Then N is positively !-homogeneous and uniformly convex with modulus 
w. 
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Proof. The verification of !-homogeneity of N is trivial. Let u, v E 

V which satisfy N(u) = N(v) = 1. Let (uh) and (vh) be recovery 
sequences for u and v respectively, so that both Nh(uh) and Nh(vh) con
verge to 1. Hence, u~ = uh/Nh(uh) and v~ = vh/Nh(vh) still converge 
to u and v respectively. By assumption 

Thanks to property (a) off-convergence, the monotonicity and the con
tinuity of w and the superadditivity of lim inf we get 

N ( u; v) + w (N(u- v)) 

~ liminfNh (u~; v~) + w (liminfNh(u~- vU) 
h--+oo h--+oo 

~ 1\~~f ( Nh ( u~; v~) + w(Nh(u~- v~))) ~ 1. 

Q.E.D. 

2.5. Doubling metric measure spaces and maximal func
tions 

From now on, B ( x, r) will denote the open ball centered in x of 
radius rand B(x,r) will denote the closed ball: 

B(x,r) = {y EX : d(x,y) < r} B(x,r) = {y EX : d(x,y) ~ r}. 

If not specified, with the term ball we mean the open one. 
Recall that a metric space (X, d) is doubling if there exists a natural 

number CD such that every ball of radius r can be covered by at most 
CD balls of halved radius r /2. While this condition will be sufficient to 
establish reflexivity of the Sobolev spaces, in the proof of lower semi
continuity of slope we shall actually need a stronger condition, involving 
also the reference measure m: 

Definition 6 (Doubling m.m. spaces). The metric measure space 
(X, d, m) is doubling if there exists CD ~ 0 such that 

(2.5) m(B(x, 2r)) ~ cDm(B(x, r)) Vx E suppm, r > 0. 
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This condition is easily seen to be equivalent to the existence of two 
real positive numbers a, (3 > 0 which depend only on CD such that 

( ) m(B(x,r!))::; (3 (r1 )" m(B(y,r2 )) 
2.6 rz 

whenever B(y, rz) C B(x, r!), r2 ::; r 1 , y E suppm. 

Indeed, B(x, r!) c B(y, 2r!), hence m(B(x, r!))::; c'Dm(B(y, r 2 )), where 
k is the smallest integer such that 2r1 ::; 2kr2 . Since k::; 2 + ln2 (rl/r2 ), 

we obtain (2.6) with a= ln2 CD and (3 = c'b. 
Condition (2.6) is stronger than the metric doubling property, in 

the sense that (supp m, d) is doubling whenever (X, d, m) is. Indeed, 
given a ball B ( x, r) with x E supp m, let us choose recursively points 
Xi E B(x, r) n suppm with d(xi, x1) 2: r/2, and assume that this is 
possible fori= 1, ... , N. Then, the balls B(xi, r/4) are disjoint and 

m(B(xi, ~)) 2: c[}m(B(xi, 2r)) 2: c"D3m(B(x, r)), 

so that N ::; Cb; in particular we can find a maximal finite set {Xi} 
with this property, and from the maximality it follows that for every 
x' E B(x,r) nsuppm we have d(xi,x') < r/2 and so 

B(x,r) nsuppm c UB(xi,r/2). 

It follows that (suppm, d) is doubling, with doubling constant CD < 
Cb. Conversely (but we shall not need this fact) any complete doubling 
metric space supports a nontrivial doubling measure (see [9, 20]). 

Definition 7 (Local maximal function). Given q E [1, oo), E > 0 
and a Borel function f : X ---+ ~ such that If I q is m-integrable on bounded 
sets, we define the E-maximal function 

M;f(x) := sup j lflq dm ( ) 

1/q 

O<r:<:;c} B(x,r) 
x E suppm. 

The function Mg f(x) is nondecreasing w.r.t. E, moreover Mg f(x) ---+ 
lfl(x) at any Lebesgue point x of lflq, namely a point x E suppm 
satisfying 

(2.7) lim (B( )) { lf(YW dm(y) = lf(xW. 
r-\-0 m X, r j B(x,r) 

We recall that, in doubling metric measure spaces (see for instance 
[17]), under the previous assumptions on f we have that m-a.e. point 
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is a Lebesgue point of lflq (the proof is based on the so-called Vitali 
covering lemma). By applying this property to If- slq with s E Q one 
even obtains 

(2.8) lim (Bt )) { lf(y)- f(x)lq dm(y) = 0 
r.).Om x,r 1B(x,r) 

for every x E supp m that is a Lebesgue point of If- slq for every s E Q. 
In particular it is clear that (2.8) is satisfied for m-a.e. x E supp m; 
we call such points q-Lebesgue points of f. We shall need a further 
enforcement of the q-Lebesgue point property: 

Lemma 8. Let (X, d, m) be a doubling metric measure space and let 
f : X --+ ~ be a Borel function such that lflq ism-integrable on bounded 
sets. Then, at any point x where (2.8) is satisfied, it holds 

(2.9) . 1 1 hm -(E ) lf(y)- f(xW dm(y) = 0 
n-+oo m n En 

whenever En C X are Borel sets satisfying B(yn, Trn) C En C B(x, rn) 
with Yn E supp m and r n --+ 0, for some T E (0, 1] independent of n. In 
particular fEn f dm --+ f ( x). 

Proof. Since m is doubling we can use (2.6) to obtain 

m(~n) fen lf(y)- f(xW dm(y) 

«:: m(B(y~, Trn)) fen lf(y)- f(xW dm(y) 

«:: m(B(y1 r )) { lf(y)- f(xW dm(y) 
n, T n 1 B(x,rn) 

«:: m(B(x, rn)) 1 lf(y)- f(xW dm(y) 
m(B(yn,Trn)) }B(x,rn) 

«:: j3T~a 1 lf(y)- f(xW dm(y). 
1 B(x,rn) 

Since (2.8) is true by hypothesis, the last term goes to 0, and we proved 
(2.9). Finally, by Jensen's inequality, 

Q.E.D. 
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§3. Hopf-Lax formula and Hamilton-Jacobi equation 

Aim of this section is to study the properties of the Hopf-Lax for
mula in a metric space (X, d) and its relations with the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation. Notice that there is no reference measure m here and that not 
even completeness is needed for the results of this section. We fix a 
power p E ( 1, oo) and denote by q its dual exponent. 

Let f : X --+ JR. be a Lipschitz function. For t > 0 define 

(3.1) 
dP(x,y) 

F(t,x,y) := f(y) + 1 , 
ptP-

and the function Qd : X --+ JR. by 

(3.2) Qtf(x) := inf F(t, x, y). 
yEX 

Notice that Qd(x) ~ f(x); on the other hand, if L denotes the Lipschitz 
constant of J, Young's inequality (dc 1 fq)Pjp+ (Lt1 fq)qjq 2: Ld gives 

d(x y)P Lq 
F(t, x, y) 2: f(x)- Ld(x, y) + t; 1 2: f(x)- t-, p - q 

so that Qd(x) t f(x) as t + 0. 
Also, we introduce the functions n+' n- : X X ( 0, 00) --+ JR. as 

n+(x, t) :=sup limsupd(x, Yn), 
(3.3) n--+oo 

n- (x, t) := inf lim inf d(x, Yn), 
n--+oo 

where, in both cases, the sequences (Yn) vary among all minimizing 
sequences for F(t, x, ·). We also set Q0 f = f and D±(x, 0) = 0. Arguing 
as in [2, Lemma 3.1.2] it is easy to check that the map X x [0, oo) 3 

( x, t) H Qd ( x) is continuous. Furthermore, the fact that f is Lipschitz 
easily yields 

(3.4) D-(x, t) ~ n+(x, t) ~ t(pLip(f)?f(p- 1). 

Proposition 9 (Monotonicity of n±). For all X E X it holds 

(3.5) 0 ~ t < s. 

As a consequence, n+(x, ·) and n-(x, ·) are both nondecreasing, and 
they coincide with at most countably many exceptions in [0, oo). 
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Proof. Fix x E X. Fort= 0 there is nothing to prove. Now pick 
0 < t <sand for every c E (0, 1) choose Xt,s and Xs,s minimizers up toE 
of F(t, x, ·)and F(s, x, ·)respectively, namely such that F(t, x, Xt,s)-E:::; 
F(t,x,w) and F(s,x,xs,s)- c:::; F(s,x,w) for every w EX. Let us 
assume that d(x,Xt,s);::: (1-c)D+(x,t) and d(x,xs,s):::; v-(x,s) +c. 
The minimality up to c of Xt,s, Xs,s gives 

f( ) dP(xt,s, x) f( ) dP(xs,s, x) 
Xt s + 1 < Xs s + 1 + c , ptP- - , ptP-

f( ) dP(xs,s, x) f( ) dP(xt,s, x) 
XSE: + 1 :::; Xt s + 1 +E. , psP- , psP-

Adding up and using the fact that t ;::: ~ we deduce 

(1- c)P D+(x, t)P:::; dP(Xt,s, x):::; dP(xs,s, x) + 2pc:(t1-p- s1-p)-1 

:::; (D-(x, s) + c:)P + 2pc(t1-P- s1-p)-1 . 

Letting E --+ 0 we obtain (3.5). Combining this with the inequality 
v- :::; v+ we immediately obtain that both functions are nonincreasing. 
At a point of right continuity of v-(x, ·)we get 

This implies that the two functions coincide out of a countable set. 
Q.E.D. 

Next, we examine the semicontinuity properties of D±. These prop
erties imply that points (x, t) where the equality v+(x, t) = v-(x, t) 
occurs are continuity points for both v+ and v-. 

Proposition 10 (Semicontinuity of D±). v+ is upper semicontin
uous and v- is lower semicontinuous in X X [0, 00). 

Proof. We prove lower semicontinuity of v-, the proof of upper 
semicontinuity of v+ being similar. Let (xi, ti) be any sequence con
verging to (x, t) such that the limit of v-(xi, ti) exists and assume that 
t > 0 (the case t = 0 is trivial). For every i, let (yf) be a minimizing 
sequence of F(ti,Xi,·) for which limnd(yf,xi) = v-(xi,ti), so that 

1. j( n) dP(yf,xi) Q j( ) 
1m Yi + -1 = ti Xi . 

n-+oo ptf 
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Using the continuity of Qt we get 

Qtf(x) = lim lim f(yT!) + dP(yT:~~i) 
"-+oo n-+oo ptf 

dP(yn X) 
;::: limsuplimsupf(yT!) + "~ 1 ;::: Qtf(x), 

i-+oo n-+oo ptP 

where the first inequality follows from the boundedness of Yi and the 
estimate 

dP(yT:,xi) _ dP(yT:,x) <d(x,xi)(d( n x)Vd( n x))p-1 
ptf ptP - tf y, ' " y, ' 

+ d(yT:,x) _ltP-1 -tf-1
1 

p (tit)P-1 

(which in turn can be proved thanks to the inequality laP- bPI ~pia
bl (a V b )P-1). Analogously 

lim D-(xi,ti) =lim lim d(yT!,xi);::: limsuplimsupd(yT!,x). 
~00 ~00~00 ~00 ~00 

Therefore by a diagonal argument we can find a minimizing sequence 
(y~(i)) for F(t,x,·) with limsupid(y~(i),x) ~ limiD-(xi,ti), which 
gives the result. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 11 (Time derivative of Qtf). The map t r-+ Qtf is 
Lipschitz from [0, oo) to the extended metric space of continuous func
tions C(X), endowed with the distance 

llf- glloo =sup lf(x)- g(x)l. 
xEX 

Moreover, for all x E X, it satisfies: 

(3.6) :t Qtf(x) = -t [ D±~x, t) r' 
for any t > 0, with at most countably many exceptions. 

Proof. Let t < s and for every E E (0, 1) choose Xt,c: and Xs,c: 
minimizers up toE of F(t,x,·) and F(s,x,·) respectively, namely such 
that F(t,x,Xt,c:)- E ~ F(t,x,w) and F(s,x,xs,c:)- E ~ F(s,x,w) for 
every w E X. Let us assume that d(x, Xt,c:) ;::: (1 - s)D+(x, t) and 
d(x, Xs,c:) ~ D-(x, s) +E. We have 

Qsf(x) - Qtf(x) ~ F(s, x, Xt,c:) - F(t, x, Xt,c:) + E 

dP(x Xt ) tP- 1 - sP- 1 
= ' ,c: +s 

p tP-1 8 p-1 ' 
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Qsf(x)- Qtf(x) ~ F(s, x, Xs,s)- F(t, X, Xs,s)- c 

dP(x x ) tP- 1 - sP- 1 
' s,c -c. 
p tP-1 8p-1 

For c small enough, dividing by s - t, using the definition of Xt,c: and 
Xs,s and using the inequality (p- l)tP-2 :::; sP-:=:p-l :::; (p- l)sP-2 we 
obtain 

Qsf(x)- Qtf(x) < -(l _ r:;)P (D+(x, t))P + _E_ 

s- t - qsP s- t' 

Qsf(x)- Qtf(x) > _ dP(x, Xs,s) _ _ E_ 

s-t - qtP s-t' 

which gives as c ---+ 0 that t r-+ Qtf(x) is Lipschitz in [o, T] for any 
0 < o < T uniformly with respect to x E X. Also, taking Proposition 9 
into account, we get (3.6). Now notice that from (3.4) we get that 
qiJ't-Qd(x)l:::; pq[Lip(f)]q for any x EX and a.e. t > 0, which, together 
with the pointwise convergence of Qd to f as t j. 0, yields that t r-+ 
Qd E C(X) is Lipschitz in [0, oo). Q.E.D. 

We will bound from above the slope of Qd at x with ID+(x, t)/W-\ 
actually we shall prove a more precise statement, which involves the 
asymptotic Lipschitz constant 

(3.7) Lip a(!, x) := inf Lip(!, B(x, r)) =lim Lip(!, B(x, r)). 
r>O r-J-0 

We collect some properties of the asymptotic Lipschitz constant in the 
next proposition. 

Proposition 12. Let f : X ---+JR. be a Lipschitz function. Then 

(3.8) Lip(!)~ Lipa(f,x) ~ IVJI*(x), 

where IV !I* is the upper semicontinuous envelope of the slope off. In 
length spaces the second inequality is an equality. 

Proof. The first inequality in (3.8) is trivial, while the second one 
follows by the fact that Lip a(!, ·) is upper semicontinuous and larger 
than IV fl. Since IVJI is an upper gradient off, we have the inequality 

{£(·'!) 

lf(y)- f(z)l :::; Jo IV fl(rt) dt 

for any curve 1 with constant speed joining y to z. If (X, d) is a length 
space we can minimize w.r.t. 1 to get 

Lip(J,B(x,r)):::; sup IVJI:::; sup IVJI*. 
B(x,3r) B(x,3r) 
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As r-!- 0 the inequality Lipa(f,x):; IVJI*(x) follows. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 13 (Bound on the asymptotic Lipschitz constant of 
Qtf). For (x, t) EX x (0, oo) it holds: 

(3.9) [
D+(x t)]p-1 

Lipa(Qtf, x):; t ' 

In particular Lip(Qt(f)) :; pLip(f). 

Proof. Fix y, z E X and t E (0, oo). For every E > 0 let Ys E X 
be such that F(t, y, Ys)- E:; F(t, y, w) for every wE X and ld(y, Ys)
n+ (y' t) I ::: E. Since it holds 

Qtf(z)- Qtf(y) :; F(t, z, Ys)- F(t, y, Ys) + E 

= J( ) + dP(z, Ys) _ J( ) _ dP(y, Ys) + E 
Ys ptP-1 Ys ptP-1 

< (d(z,y)+d(y,ys))P _ dP(y,ys) +c 
- ptP-1 ptP-1 

::: d~~i) (d(z, y) + D+(y, t) + c)p-1 + E, 

so that letting E--+ 0, dividing by d(z, y) and inverting the roles of y and 
z gives 

Lip(Qtf,B(x,r)) :;t1-P(2r+ sup n+(y,t))p-1. 
yEB(x,r) 

Letting r + 0 and using the upper semicontinuity of n+ we get (3.9). 
Finally, the bound on the Lipschitz constant of Qtf follows directly 

from (3.4) and (3.9). Q.E.D. 

Theorem 14 (Subsolution of HJ). For every x EX it holds 

(3.10) 

for every t E ( 0, oo), with at most countably many exceptions. 

Proof. The claim is a direct consequence of Propositions 11 and 
13. Q.E.D. 

Notice that (3.10) is a stronger formulation of the HJ subsolution 
property 

(3.11) 

with the asymptotic Lipschitz constant Lipa(Qtf, ·)in place of IVQtfl. 
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§4. Weak gradients 

Let (X, d) be a complete and separable metric space and let m be a 
nonnegative Borel measure in X (not even u-finiteness is needed for the 
results of this section). In this section we introduce and compare two 
notions of weak gradient, one obtained by relaxation of the asymptotic 
Lipschitz constant, the other one obtained by a suitable weak upper 
gradient property. Eventually we will show that the two notions of 
gradient coincide: this will lead also to the coincidence with the other 
intermediate notions of gradient considered in [7], [24], [27], described 
in the appendix. 

4.1. Relaxed slope and IV' fl*,q 

The following definition is a variation of the one considered in [7] 
(where the relaxation procedure involved upper gradients) and of the 
one considered in [3] (where the relaxation procedure involved slopes 
of Lipschitz functions). The use of the (stronger) asymptotic Lipschitz 
constant has been suggested in the final section of [4]: it is justified by 
the subsolution property (3.10) and it leads to stronger density results. 
In the spirit of the Sobolev space theory, these should be considered 
as "H definitions", since approximation with Lipschitz functions with 
bounded support are involved. 

Definition 15 (Relaxed slope). We say that g E Lq(X, m) is a q
relaxed slope off E Lq(X, m) if there exist g E Lq(X, m) and Lipschitz 
functions with bounded support f n such that: 

(a) fn --+ f in Lq(X, m) and Lipa(fn, ·) weakly converge tog in 
Lq(X,m); 

(b) g:::; g m-a.e. in X. 

We say that g is the minimal q-relaxed slope off if its Lq(X, m) norm is 
minimal among q-relaxed slopes. We shall denote by IV' fl*,q the minimal 
q-relaxed slope (also called the q-relax.ed gradient). 

By this definition and the sequential compactness of weak topolo
gies, any Lq limit of Lipschitz functions fn with bounded support and 
with J Lip~ (in,·) dm uniformly bounded has a q-relaxed slope. On the 
other hand, using Mazur's lemma (see [3, Lemma 4.3] for details), the 
definition of q-relaxed slope would be unchanged if the weak convergence 
of Lipa(fn, ·) in (a) were replaced by the condition Lipa(fn, ·) :=:; gn and 
gn --+ g strongly in Lq(X, m). This alternative characterization of q
relaxed slopes is suitable for diagonal arguments and proves, together 
with (2.la), that the collection of q-relaxed slopes is a closed convex set, 
possibly empty. Hence, thanks to the uniform convexity of Lq(X, m), 
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the definition of 1vr f'*.q is well posed. Also, arguing as in [3] and using 
once more the uniform convexity of Lq(X, m), it is not difficult to show 
the following result: 

Proposition 16. Iff E Lq(X, m) has a q-relaxed slope then there 
exist Lipschitz functions f n with bounded support satisfying 

(4.1) 

Notice that in principle the integrability of f could be decoupled 
from the integrability of the gradient, because no global Poincare in
equality can be expected at this level of generality. Indeed, to increase 
the symmetry with the definition of weak upper gradient (which involves 
no integrability assumption on f), one might even consider the conver
gence m-a.e. of the approximating functions, removing any integrability 
assumption. We have left the convergence in Lq because this presenta
tion is more consistent with the usual presentations of Sobolev spaces, 
and the definitions given in [7] and [3]. Using locality and a truncation 
argument, the definitions can be extended to more general classes of 
functions, see (5.2). In this connection, we should also mention that in 
[7] and [3] the approximating functions are not required to have bounded 
support. However, we may fix x0 EX and a sequence of Lipschitz func
tions Xk: X-+ [0, 1] with Xk = 1 on Bk(xo), Xk = 1 on X\ Bk+l(xo), 
Lip(Xk) ~ 1. Since for any locally Lipschitz function f E Lq(X, m) with 
Lipa(f) E Lq(X, m) the functions fXk have bounded support and satisfy 

a diagonal argument proves that the class of relaxed slopes is unchanged. 

Lemma 17 (Pointwise minimality of lvrf'*.q)· Let g1, g2 be two q
relaxed slopes of f. Then min{g1, 92} is a q-relaxed slope as well. In par
ticular, not only the Lq norm of 1vr fl*,q is minimal, but also 1vr fkq ~ g 
m-a.e. in X for any q-relaxed slope g of f. 

Proof. We argue as in [7], [3]. First we notice that for every f, g E 

Lip( X) 

(4.2) VxEX, 

(4.3) Lipa(fg,x) ~ lf(x)ILipa(g,x) + lg(x)ILipa(f,x) VxEX. 

Indeed ( 4.2) is obvious; for ( 4.3) we have that 

lf(z)g(z)- f(y)g(y)l ~ lf(z)llg(z)-g(y)l+lg(y)llf(z)- f(y)l Vy, z EX, 
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so that 

Lip(fg, B(x, r)) ~ sup lf(z)l Lip(g, B(x, r)) 
zEB(x,r) 

+ sup lg(y)l Lip(!, B(x, r)) Vx EX 
yEB(x,r) 

and we let r-+ 0. 
It is sufficient to prove that if B C X is a Borel set, then XBgl + 

Xx\ 8 g2 is a q-relaxed slope of f. Let us consider the class 3" of all Borel 
sets B satisfying this property for any pair (g1 , g2) of relaxed slopes off. 
Clearly the class 3" is stable under complement; in addition, taking into 
account the closure of the class of q-relaxed slopes under Lq convergence, 
En t B and En E 3" implies B E 3". Finally, it is easily seen that 3" is 
stable under finite disjoint unions. Hence, by Dynkin's theorem, to prove 
that any Borel set belongs to 3" suffices to show that open sets belong 
to 3". 

We fix an open set B, r > 0 and a Lipschitz function ¢r : X -+ [0, 1] 
equal to 0 on X\ Br and equal to 1 on B2ro where the open sets B 8 C B 
are defined by 

Bs := {x EX: dist(x,X\B) > s} C B. 

Let now fn,i, i = 1, 2, be Lipschitz functions with bounded support 
converging to fin Lq(X, m) as n-+ oo, with Lipa(fn,i, ·) weakly con
vergent to gi in Lq(X, m) and set fn := cf!rfn,l + (1 ~ ¢r)fn,2· Then, 
Lipa(fn, ·) = Lipa(fn,l, ·) on B2r and Lipa(fn, ·) = Lipa(jn,2, ·) on 
X\Br; for every X E Br \B2ro by applying (4.2) to fn,2 and cf!rUn,l ~ fn,2) 
and by applying (4.3) to cf!r and(fn,l ~ fn, 2), we can estimate 

Lipa(fn, x) ~Lipa(jn,2, x) + Lip(¢r)lfn,l(x) ~ fn,2(x)l 

+ ¢r (Lip a Un,l' x) + Lipa(fn,2, x)). 

Since Br c B, by taking weak limits of a subsequence, it follows that 

XB2rgl + Xx\Brg2 + XB\B2 Jgl + 2g2) 

is a q-relaxed slope of f. Letting r .,[_ 0 gives that XBg1 + Xx\ 8 g2 is a 
q-relaxed slope as well. 

For the second part of the statement argue by contradiction: let 
g be a q-relaxed slope of f and assume that B = {g < IV fl*,q} is 
such that m(B) > 0. Consider the q-relaxed slope gXB +IV fl*,qXX\B: 
its Lq norm is strictly less than the Lq norm of IVJI*,q' which is a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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The previous pointwise minimality property immediately yields 

(4.4) m-a.e. in X 

for any Lipschitz function f : X --+ lR with bounded support. Since both 
objects are local, the inequality immediately extends by a truncation 
argument to all functions f E Lq(X, m) with a q-relaxed slope, Lipschitz 
on bounded sets. 

Also the proof of locality and chain rule is quite standard, see [7] 
and [3, Proposition 4.8] for the case q = 2 (the same proof works in the 
general case) . 

Proposition 18 (Locality and chain rule). Iff E Lq(X, m) has a 
q-relaxed slope, the following properties hold. 

(a) IVhl*,q = IV fl*,q m-a.e. in {h = f} whenever f has a q-relaxed 
slope. 

(b) IV¢(f)kq <:::: l¢'(f)IIVfl*,q for any C1 and Lipschitz function 
¢ on an interval containing the image of f. Equality holds if 
¢ is nondecreasing. 

4.2. q-weak upper gradients and IV flw,q 

Recall that the evaluation maps et : C([O, 1], X) --+ X are de
fined by et(r) := It· We also introduce the restriction maps restrt 
C([O, 1], X) --+ C([O, 1], X), 0 <:::: t <:::: s <:::: 1, given by 

( 4.5) restrt(r)r := 1(1-r)t+rs• 

so that restrt "stretches" the restriction of the curve to [s, t] to the whole 
of [0, 1]. 

Our definition of q-weak upper gradient is inspired by [24], [27], 
allowing for exceptional curves in (2.2), but with a different notion of 
exceptional set, compared to [24], [27]. We recall that p is the dual 
exponent of q. 

Definition 19 (Test plans and negligible sets of curves). We say 
that a probability measure 7r E 9(C([0,1],X)) is ap-test plan ifTr is 

concentrated on ACP([0,1],X), JJ0
1 Ii'tiPdtd7r < oo and there exists a 

constant C ( 7r) such that 

(4.6) Vt E [0, 1]. 

A set A c C ( [0, 1], X) is said to be q-negligible if it is contained in a 
Tr-negligible set for any p-test plan 7r. A property which holds for every 
1 E C([O, 1], X), except possibly a q-negligible set, is said to hold for 
q-almost every curve. 
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Observe that, by definition, C([O, 1], X)\ ACP([O, 1], X) is 
q-negligible, so the notion starts to be meaningful when we look at sub
sets of ACP([O, 1], X). 

Remark 20. An easy consequence of condition (4.6) is that if two 
m-measurable functions f, g : X -+ JR. coincide up to a m-negligible set 
and 'J is an at most countable subset of [0, 1], then the functions f o '/ 
and g o '/ coincide in 'J for q-almost every curve '/. 

Moreover, choosing an arbitrary p-test plan 1r and applying Fubini's 
Theorem to the product measure 2 1 x 1r in (0, 1) x C([O, 1]; X) we also 
obtain that f o '/=go'/ 2 1-a.e. in (0, 1) for rr-a.e. curve"(; since 1r is 
arbitrary, the same property holds for q-a.e. T 

Coupled with the definition of q-negligible set of curves, there are the 
definitions of q-weak upper gradient and of functions which are Sobolev 
along q-a.e. curve. 

Definition 21 (q-weak upper gradients). A Borel function g: X-+ 
[0, oo] is a q-weak upper gradient off : X -+ JR. if 

(4.7) for q-a.e. 'I· 

Definition 22 (Sobolev functions along q-a.e. curve). A function 
f : X -+ JR. is Sobolev along q-a. e. curve if for q-a. e. curve"( the function 
f o "( coincides a. e. in [0, 1] and in { 0, 1} with an absolutely continuous 
map f 1 : [0, 1]-+ R 

By Remark 20 applied to 'J := {0, 1}, (4.7) does not depend on 
the particular representative of f in the class of m-measurable function 
coinciding with f up to am-negligible set. The same Remark also shows 
that the property of being Sobolev along q-q.e. curve '/ is independent 
of the representative in the class of m-measurable functions coinciding 
with f m-a.e. in X. 

In the next proposition, based on Lemma 1, we prove that the ex
istence of a q-weak upper gradient g implies Sobolev regularity along 
q-a.e. curve. 

Proposition 23. Let f : X -+ JR. be m-measurable, and let g be a 
q-weak upper gradient off. Then f is Sobolev along q-a. e. curve. 

Proof. Notice that if 1r is a p-test plan, so is (restrf)~rr. Hence if 
g is a q-weak upper gradient off such that J, g < oo for q-a.e. "(, then 
for every t <sin [0, 1] it holds 

lfbs)- fbt)l :Sis g('!rWYrl dr for q-a.e. 'I· 
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Let 1r be a p-test plan: by Fubini's theorem applied to the product 
measure £ 2 x 1r in (0, 1)2 x C([O, 1];X), it follows that for 1r-a.e. 'Y the 
function f satisfies 

An analogous argument shows that for 1r-a.e. 'Y 

(4.8) { 
lf('Ys)- f('Yo)l:::; J; g('YrWtrldr 

lf('Yl)- f('Ys)l :::; fs1 g('Yr )hrl dr 
for £ 1-a.e. s E (0, 1). 

Since go 'YI'YI E L 1 (0, 1) for 1r-a.e. "(, by Lemma 1 it follows that f o 'Y E 
W 1•1 (0, 1) for 7r-a.e. "(,and 

(4.9) l1t(fo'Y)I :=:;go'YI'YI a.e. in(0,1),for7r-a.e. 'Y· 

Since 7r is arbitrary, we conclude that fo'Y E W 1•1 (0, 1) for q-a.e. "(,and 
therefore it admits an absolutely continuous representative f 7 ; moreover, 
by (4.8), it is immediate to check that fbt) = f 7 (t) fortE {0, 1} and 
q-a.e. 'Y· Q.E.D. 

The last statement of the proof above and ( 4.9) yield the following 

(4.10) 
gi, i = 1, 2 q-weak upper gradients off 

==? min {g1, g2} q-weak upper gradient of f. 

Using this stability property we can recover, as we did for relaxed slopes, 
a distinguished minimal object. 

Definition 24 (Minimal q-weak upper gradient). Let f : X --t 
lR be a m-measurable function having at least a q-weak upper gradient 
g0 : X --t [0, oo] such that {g0 > 0} is a-finite with respect to m. The 
minimal q-weak upper gradient IV' flw,q off is the q-weak upper gradient 
characterized, up to m-negligible sets, by the property 
(4.11) 

IY'flw,q:::; g m-a.e. in X, for every q-weak upper gradient goff. 

We will refer to it also as the q-weak gradient of f. 

Uniqueness of the minimal weak upper gradient is obvious. For 
existence, since {g0 > 0} is a-finite we can find a Borel and m-integrable 
function (} : X --t [0, oo) which is positive on {go > 0} and IV' flw,q := 
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infn gn, where gn are q-weak upper gradients which provide a minimizing 
sequence in 

inf {L Btan-1gdm: g :5. go is a q-weak upper gradient off}. 

We immediately see, thanks to (4.10), that we can assume with no loss 
of generality that gn+l :5. gn. Hence, applying (4.7) to gn and by mono
tone convergence, the function I'V fiw,q is a q-weak upper gradient of 
f and fx Btan-1gdm is minimal at g = i'Vfiw,q· This minimality, in 
conjunction with (4.10), gives (4.11). 

Remark 25. Notice that the a-finiteness assumption on {go > 0} 
automatically holds if f g0 dm < oo for some a > 0. The following 
example shows that in order to get a minimal object we really need, 
unlike the theory of relaxed gradients, a a-finiteness assumption. 

Let X = JR, d the Euclidean distance, m the counting measure, 
f : X -+ lR equal to the identity map. It is easily seen that g is a q
weak upper gradient of f (and actually an upper gradient) if and only 
if g ;::: 1 2 1-a.e. in X. In this class, there is no minimal function up to 
m-negligible sets, since we can always modify a q-weak upper gradient 
at a single point (thus in a set with positive m-measure) preserving the 
q-weak upper gradient property. 

Next we consider the stability of q-weak upper gradients (analogous 
to the stability result given in [27, Lemma 4.11]). We shall actually need 
a slightly more general statement, which involves a weaker version of the 
upper gradient property (when E = 0 we recover the previous definition, 
since curves with 0 length are constant). 

Definition 26 (q-weak upper gradient up to scale E). Let f: X-+ 
JR. We say that a Borel function g : X -+ [0, oo) is a q-weak upper 
gradient off up to scale E ;::: 0 if for q-a.e. curve "( E ACP([O, 1]; X) 
such that 

it holds 

(4.12) 

Theorem 27 (Stability w.r.t. m-a.e. convergence). Assume that 
fn are m-measurable, En ;::: 0 and that gn E Lq(X, m) are q-weak upper 
gradients of fn up to scale En· Assume furthermore that fn(x)-+ f(x) E 

lR for m-a.e. x E X, En -+ E and that (gn) weakly converges to g in 
Lq(X, m). Then g is a q-weak upper gradient off up to scale E. 
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Proof. Fix a p-test plan 1r. We have to show that ( 4.12) holds for 

1r-a.e. "f with f0
1 bt I dt > c. Possibly restricting 1r to a smaller set of 

curves, we can assume with no loss of generality that 

for 1r-a.e. "( 

for some c1 > c. We consider in the sequel integers h sufficiently large, 
such that ch :::::; c'. 

By Mazur's lemma we can find convex combinations 

Nh+l 

hn := L aigi 

i=Nh+l 

Nh+l 

with ai ~ 0, L ai = 1, Nh ---+ oo 
i=Nh+l 

converging strongly tog in Lq(X, m). Denoting by in the corresponding 
convex combinations of fn, hn are q-weak upper gradients of in and still 
in ---+ f m-a.e. in X. 

Since for every nonnegative Borel function r.p : X ---+ [0, oo] it holds 
(with C = C(1r)) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

we obtain 

Hence we can find a subsequence n(k) such that 

lim fihn(k) - gl ---+ 0 
k-+oo "' 

for 1r-a.e. "'· 

Since in converge m-a.e. to f and the marginals of 7r are absolutely 
continuous w.r.t. m we have also that for 1r-a.e. "( it holds inbo) ---+ 
f ('Yo) and in bt) ---+ f bt) · 
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If we fix a curve 1 satisfying these convergence properties, we can 
pass to the limit as k -+ oo in the inequalities I f87 fn(k) I :::::: f7 hn(k) to 

get I f87 fl :::::: f7 g. Q.E.D. 

Combining Proposition 16 with the fact that the asymptotic Lips
chitz constant is an upper gradient (and in particular a q-weak upper 
gradient), the previous stability property gives that IY'fl*,q is a q-weak 
upper gradient. Then, (4.11) gives 

(4.15) m-a.e. in X 

whenever f E Lq(X, m) has a q-relaxed slope. The proof of the converse 
inequality (under no extra assumption on the metric measure structure) 
requires much deeper ideas, described in the next two sections. 

§5. Gradient flow of Cq and energy dissipation 

In this section we assume that (X, d) is complete and separable, and 
that m is a finite Borel measure. 

As in the previous sections, q E (1, oo) and p is the dual exponent. 
In order to apply the theory of gradient flows of convex functionals in 
Hilbert spaces, when q > 2 we need to extend IV' fl*,q also to functions 
in L 2 (X, m) (because Definition 15 was given for Lq(X, m) functions). 
To this aim, we denote JN :=max{ -N, min{!, N}} and set 

(5.1) e := {f : X-+ JR. : JN has a q-relaxed slope for all N EN}. 

Accordingly, for all f E e we set 

(5.2) m-a.e. in {lfl < N} 

for all N E N. We can use the locality property in Proposition 18(a) 
to show that this definition is well posed, up to m-negligible sets, and 
consistent with the previous one. Furthermore, locality and chain rules 
still apply, so we shall not use a distinguished notation for the new 
gradient. 

We define an auxiliary functional, suitable for the Hilbertian energy 
dissipation estimates, by 

(5.3) Cq(f) := t L IV' Jl;,q dm iff E L 2 (X, m) n e 

and set to +oo iff E L 2 (X, m)\e. We note that, thanks to the sublinear
ity of the minimal q-relaxed slope, e as well as the domain of finiteness 
of Cq are vector spaces. 
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Theorem 28. The functional Cq is convex and lower semicontin
uous in L2 (X, m). 

Proof. The proof of convexity is elementary, so we focus on lower 
semicontinuity. Let Un) be convergent to f in L2 (X, m) and assume, 
possibly extracting a subsequence and with no loss of generality, that 
Cq(fn) converges to a finite limit. 

Assume first that all f n are uniformly bounded, so that f n --+ f 
also in Lq(X, m) (because m is finite). Let fn(k) be a subsequence such 
that IV fn(k) kq weakly converges tog in Lq(X, m). Then, since we can 
use Proposition 16 to find Lipschitz functions 9k with bounded support 
satisfying 

we obtain that g is a q-relaxed slope off and 

Cq(f)::;! r IYiqdm::;liminf! r IVfn(k)l~qdm=liminfCq(fn)· 
q } X k-+oo q } X ' n-+oo 

In the general case when fn E e we consider the functions f!! := 
max{ -N, min {in, N}}; the pointwise inequality 

Lipa(max{ -N, min{g, N}}, x) ::; Lipa(g, x) 

and the m-a.e. minimality property of the q-relaxed slope immediately 
give IV f!! kq ::; IV f n kq m-a.e. in X, so that the previously considered 
case of uniformly bounded functions gives fN :=max{ -N, min{!, N}} 
has q-relaxed slope for any N E N and 

Passing to the limit as N --+ oo, the conclusion follows by monotone 
convergence. Q.E.D. 

Remark 29. More generally, the same argument proves the 
L2 (X, m)-lower semicontinuity of the functional 

f r-+ r IV fl~,q dm 
lx lfl"' 

in e, for any a> 0. Indeed, locality and chain rule allow the reduction 
to nonnegative functions f n and we can use the truncation argument of 
Theorem 28 to reduce ourselves to functions with values in an interval 
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[c, C] with 0 < c ::=; C < oo. In this class, we can again use the chain 
rule to prove the identity 

r l\1 ffJ lq dm = lf31q r l\1 fl~,q dm 
lx *,q lx lfl'-' 

with (3 := 1- afq to obtain the result when a-=/=- q. If a= q we use a 
logarithmic transformation. 

Since the finiteness domain of Cq is dense in L 2 (X, m) (it includes 
bounded Lipschitz functions), the Hilbertian theory of gradient flows 
(see for instance [6], [2]) can be applied to Cheeger's functional (5.3) 
to provide, for all fo E £ 2 (X, m), a locally absolutely continuous map 
t H ft from (0, oo) to L 2 (X, m), with ft-+ fo as t..!. 0, whose derivative 
satisfies 

(5.4) for a.e. t E (0, oo ). 

Having in mind the regularizing effect of gradient flows, namely 
the selection of elements with minimal £ 2 (X, m) norm in a-cq, the 
following definition is natural. 

Definition 30 (q-Laplacian). The q-Laplacian llqf off E £ 2 (X, m) 
is defined for those f such that a-cq(f) -=/=- 0. For those f, -llqf is the 
element of minimal L 2 (X, m) norm in a-cq(f). The domain of llq will 
be denoted by D ( llq) . 

It should be observed that, even in the case q = 2, in general the 
Laplacian is not a linear operator. For instance, if X = JR.2 endowed 
with the sup norm ll(x, y)ll = max{lxl, IYI}, then 

Since C2 is not a quadratic form, its subdifferential is not linear. 
Coming back to our general framework, the trivial implication 

still ensures that the q-Laplacian (and so the gradient flow of Cq) is 
(q- I)-homogenous. 

We can now write 
d 
dtft = llqft 

for gradient flows ft of Cq, the derivative being understood in L 2 (X, m), 
in accordance with the classical case. 
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Proposition 31 (Integration by parts). For all f E D(~q), g E 

D(Cq) it holds 

(5.5) -L g~qf dm ~ L IVgl*,qiV' !If;/ dm. 

Equality holds if g = ¢(!) with ¢ E C 1 (JR) with bounded derivative on 
the image off. 

Proof. Since -~qf E a-cq(f) it holds 

Cq(f)- L eg~qf dm ~ Cq(f + eg), 

Fore > 0, IV fl*,q +elY' gl*,q is a q-relaxed slope off+ eg (possibly not 
minimal) whenever f and g have q-relaxed slope. By truncation, it is 
immediate to obtain from this fact that j, g E e implies f + eg E e and 

m-a.e. in X. 

Thus it holds qCq(f + eg) ~ fx(IV fl*,q + ei"Vgl*,q)q dm and therefore 

-L eg~qf dm ~ ~ L (IV fl*,q +elY' gl*,q)q - IV fl'!,,q dm 

= e L IVgl*,qiV' !1'!,~ 1 dm + o(e). 

Dividing bye and letting e + 0 we get (5.5). 
For the second statement we recall that IV(!+ ecf;(f))kq = (1 + 

e¢'(f))IV fl*,q for lei small enough. Hence 

Cq(f + e¢(!))- Cq(f) = ~ L I"Vfl'!,,q((l + e¢'(JW- 1) dm 

= e L I"Vfl'!,,q¢'(!) dm + o(e), 

which implies that for any v E a-Cq(f) it holds 

L v¢(!) dm = L IV fl'!,,q¢' (f) dm, 

and gives the thesis with v = -~qf· Q.E.D. 

Proposition 32 (Some properties of the gradient flow of Cq)· Let 
fa E L 2 (X, m) and let Ut) be the gradient flow of Cq starting from fa. 
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Then the following properties hold. 
(Mass preservation) I ft dm =I fa dm for any t 2 0. 
(Maximum principle) If fa :S C (resp. fa 2 c) m-a.e. in X, then ft :S C 
(resp ft 2 c) m-a.e. in X for any t 2 0. 
(Energy dissipation) Suppose 0 < c :S fa :S C < oo m-a.e. in X and 
<P E C 2 ([c, C]). Then t c-t I <P(ft) dm is locally absolutely continuous in 
(0, oo) and it holds 

:t j <P(ft)dm =- j <P"(ft)l\i'ftl:i,qdm for a. e. t E (0, oo). 

Proof. (Mass preservation) Just notice that from (5.5) we get 

1:t1 ftdml = IJ l·~qftdml 
:S J l\i'll*,ql\7 ftl:i,q dm = 0 for a.e. t > 0, 

where 1 is the function identically equal to 1, which has minimal q

relaxed slope equal to 0 by ( 4.4). 
(Maximum principle) Fix f E L2 (X, m), T > 0 and, according to the 
so-called implicit Euler scheme, let r be the unique minimizer of 

g Cq(g) + ~ { lg- fl 2 dm. 
2T lx 

Assume that f :S C. We claim that in this case r :S Cas well. Indeed, 
if this is not the case we can consider the competitor g := min {r, C} 
in the above minimization problem. By locality we get Cq(g) :S Cq(r) 
and the L2 distance of f and g is strictly smaller than the one of f and 
fT as soon as m( {r > C}) > 0, which is a contradiction. Starting from 
fa, iterating this procedure, and using the fact that the implicit Euler 
scheme converges as T .,[_ 0 (see [6], [2] for details) to the gradient flow 
we get the conclusion. 
(Energy dissipation) Since t c-t ft E L2 (X, m) is locally absolutely con
tinuous and, by the maximum principle, ft take their values in [c, C] 
m-a.e., from the fact that <P is Lipschitz in [c, C] we get the claimed ab
solute continuity statement. Now notice that we have it, I <P(ft) dm = 

I <P'(ft)~qft dm for a.e. t > 0. Since <P' belongs to C 1 ([c, C]), from (5.5) 
with g = <P'(ft) we get the conclusion. Q.E.D. 

We start with the following proposition, which relates energy dissi
pation to a (sharp) combination of q-weak gradients and metric dissipa
tion in Wp. 
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Proposition 33. Assume that m is a finite measure, let J.Lt = ftm 
be a curve in ACP([O, 1], (9(X), Wp)). Assume that for some 0 < c < 
C < oo it holds c ~ ft ~ C m-a. e. in X for any t E [0, 1], and that 
fo is Sobolev along q-a.e. curve with IV folw,q E Lq(X, m). Then for all 
<I> E C 2 ([c, C]) convex it holds 

'it> 0. 

Proof. Let 1r E 9(C([O, 1], X)) be a plan associated to the curve 
(J.Lt) as in Proposition 2. The assumption ft ~ C m-a.e. and the fact 

that ff0
1 li'tiPdtdn('y) = Jlt-LtiPdt < oo guarantee that 1r is a p-test 

plan. Now notice that it holds IV<I>'(fo)lw,q = <I>"(fo)IV folw,q (it follows 
easily from the characterization (4.9)), thus we get 

I <I> (fa) dm- I <I>(ft) dm ~I <I>'(fo)(fo- ft) dm 

=I <I>'(fo)oeo-<I>'(fo)oetd7r 

S:: ffot <I>" (fobs)) IV fo lw,qbs) li's Ids dn('y) 

S:: ~ ffot (<I>"(fo(ls))IVfolw,qbs))q dsdn('y) 

+ ~ ffot li's IP ds dn('y) 

= ~ {{t(<I>"(fo)IVfolw,q)qfsdsdm+~ tlt-lsiPds. 
q JJo P lo 

Q.E.D. 

The key argument to achieve the identification is the following lemma 
which gives a sharp bound on the Wp-speed of the L 2-gradient flow of 
Cq. This lemma has been introduced in [25] and then used in [13], [3] 
to study the heat flow on metric measure spaces. 

Lemma 34 (Kuwada's lemma). Assume that m is a finite measure, 
let fo E L 2 (X, m) and let Ut) be the gradient flow of Cq starting from 
fo. Assume that for some 0 < c < C < oo it holds c ::; fo ~ C m-a. e. 
in X, and that J fo dm = 1. Then the curvet r-+ J.Lt := ftm E 9(X) is 
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absolutely continuous w.r.t. Wp and it holds 

l 'lP<jl\7ftl;,qdm 
Mt - g-1 for a. e. t E (0, oo). 

Proof. We start from the duality formula (2.3) (written with t.p = 
-'lj;) 

(5.6) 
WJ'(!J, v) 

p 

where Qt'P is defined in (3.1) and (3.2), so that Q 1t.p = 'lj;c. 
We prove that the duality formula (5.6) is still true if the supremum 

in the right-hand side is taken over nonnegative and bounded <p E Lip(X) 
with bounded support 

(5.7) 
w:~, v) =sup { L Qlt.pdv- L t.pd!J: 'P E Lip(X), 'P::: 0, 

with bounded support}. 

The duality formula (5.6) holds also if the supremum is taken over 
bounded nonnegative <p in Lip(X) up to a translation. In order to prove 
the equivalence it is enough to show that for every t.p E Lipb(X) nonneg
ative there holds 

where Xr is a Lipschitz cutoff function which is nonnegative, identically 
·equal to 1 in B(x0 , r) and identically equal to 0 outside B(x0 , r + 1) for 
some xo E X fixed. Since Xr'P S t.p it follows that J x Xr'P d!J S J x 'P d!J, 
so that by Fatou's lemma suffices to show that lim infr---+= Q1 [Xr'P] > 
Ql t.p. Let x E X be fixed and let Xr E X be satisfying 

( ) ( ) dP (X, Xr) 1 [ l ( ) 
Xr Xr 'P Xr + S - + Ql Xr'P X · 

p r 

Since d(xn x) is obviously bounded as r --+ oo, the same is true for 
d(xr,xo), so that Xr(xr) = 1 for r large enough and Qlt.p(x) S r- 1 + 
Qdxr'P](x) for r large enough. Fix now <p E Lip(X) nonnegative with 
bounded support and recall that Qt'P has bounded support for every 
t > 0 and that (Proposition 11) the map t H Qt'P is Lipschitz with 
values in C(X), in particular also as a L 2 (X, m)-valued map. 
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Fix also 0 ::; t < s, set £ = (s- t) and recall that since Ut) is a 
gradient flow of Cq in L 2(X, m), the map [0, £] 3 T e--+ ft+T is abso
lutely continuous with values in L 2 (X, m). Therefore, since both factors 
are uniformly bounded, the map [0, £] 3 T 1--t Q 7 tp ft+T is absolutely 
continuous with values in L 2 (X, m). In addition, the equality 

Q Tth y ft+T+h - Q t tp ft+T Q Tth - Q t tp ft+T+h - ft+T 
h = ft+T h +Q Tth tp h l 

together with the uniform continuity of ( x, T) 1--t Q t tp( x) shows that the 
derivative of T 1--t Q 7 tp ft+T can be computed via the Leibniz rule. 

We have: 

fx Ql tp dp,s - fx tp dp,t = J Q1 tp ft+£ dm- fx tp ft dm 

(5.9) = fx1£ :T(Qttfft+T)dTdm 

{ {e Lip~(Q"'tp, ·) 
::; lx lo - q££ ft+T + Qttpl1qft+T dTdm, 

having used Theorem 14. 
Observe that by inequalities (5.5) and (4.4) we have 

(5.10) 

fx Qttpl1qft+T dm 

::; fx IVQ t tfl*,q IV ft+T 1:!;;/ dm 

::; fx Lipa(Qttf)IVft+TI:!:;1 dm 

1 ! . q( ) gp- 1 ! IVft+TI;,q ::; ~ L1pa Q7tp, · ft+Tdm + -- p-l dm. 
q~ X p X ft+T 

Plugging this inequality in (5.9), we obtain 

! ! gp- 1 1e ~ IVf lq Q1 tp dp, 8 - tp dp,t ::; -- ~+_:1 *,q dm dT. 
X X p 0 X ft+T 

This latter bound does not depend on tp, so from (5.7) we deduce 

WP(~~. II.) <£P-11e! IVft+TI;,q dmdT. 
p t"'tl t"'S - fp-1 

0 X t+T 

At Lebesgue points of r 1--t fx IV frl;,qj f!:-1 dm where the metric speed 
exists we obtain the stated pointwise bound on the metric speed. Q.E.D. 
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§6. Equivalence of gradients 

In this section we assume that (X, d) is complete and separable, 
and that m is finite on bounded sets. We prove the equivalence of weak 
gradients, considering first the simpler case of a finite measure m. 

Theorem 35. Let f E Lq(X, m). Then f has a q-relaxed slope if 
and only iff has a q-weak upper gradient in Lq(X, m) and IV' fkq = 
IV'flw,q m-a.e. in X. 

Proof. One implication and the inequality 2: have already been 
established in ( 4.15). We prove the converse ones first for finite measures, 
and then in the general case. 

So, assume for the moment that m(X) < oo. Up to a truncation 
argument and addition of a constant, we can assume that 0 < c ~ f ~ 
C < oo m-a.e. for some 0 < c ~ C < oo. Let (gt) be the L 2-gradient 
flow of Cq starting from g0 := f and let us choose <I> E C 2 ([c, C]) in such 
a way that <I>"(z) = z1-P in [c,C]. Recall that c ~ gt ~ C m-a.e. in X 
and that from Proposition 32 we have 
(6.1) 

I <l>(go) dm- I <l>(gt) dm =fat L <I>"(gs)IV'gsl;,qdmds 't/t E [0, oo). 

In particular this gives that J0= fx <I>" (gs) IV' g8 l;,q dm ds is finite. Set
ting /Lt = gtm, Lemma 34 and the lower bound on gt give that f.Lt E 

ACP((O, oo), (9(X), Wv)), so that Proposition 33 and Lemma 34 yield 

I <l>(go) dm- I <l>(gt) dm ~~fat L (<I>"(go)IV'golw,q)qgs dmds 

+ ~ ft f IV'g~~,q dmds. 
P Jo lx gf 

Hence, comparing this last expression with (6.1), our choice of <I> gives 

Now, the bound f 2: c > 0 ensures <I>"(g0 )I'Vg0 l*,q E Lq(X, m). In 
addition, the maximum principle together with the convergence of g 8 

to g0 in L 2 (X, m) as s .,[. 0 grants that the convergence is also weak* in 
L=(x, m), therefore 

l. 1 !1t IV'gsl~,qd d <! IV'gol~,q d ! IV'gol~,q d 1msup- _1 s m_ ( 1) g0 m= _ 1 m. 
L)-0 t 0 gf X gz p- X gb 
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The lower semicontinuity property stated in Remark 29 with a = p - 1 
then gives 

{ IV~~;,q dm ~ { IV~o~~,q dm. 
lx g0 lx g0 

This, together with the inequality IVgolw,q ~ IVgokq m-a.e. in X, gives 
the conclusion. 

Finally, we consider the general case of a measure m finite on bounded 
sets. Let Xn = B(x0 , n), n > 1, and notice that trivially it holds 

(6.2) m-a.e. in Xn, 

because the class of test plans relative to Xn is smaller. Hence, if we 
apply the equivalence result in Xn, we can find Lipschitz functions fk : 
Xn -t lR which converge to fin Lq(Xn, m) and satisfy Lipa x (fk, ·) -t 

IVflw,Xn in Lq(Xn,m). If 7/Jn: X -t [0,1] is a 2-Lipschitzn function 
identically equal to 1 on B(x0 , n- 1) and with support contained in 
B(O, n- ~), the functions 7/Jnfk can obviously be thought as Lipschitz 
functions with bounded support on X and satisfy (thanks to (4.3)) 

where Xn is the characteristic function of B(O,n) \ B(O,n -1). Pass
ing to the limit as k -t oo (notice that multiplication by 7/Jn allows 
to turn Lq(Xn, m) convergence of the asymptotic Lipschitz constants 
to Lq(X, m) convergence, and similarly for fk) it follows that 7/Jnf has 
q-relaxed slope, and that 

m-a.e. in X. 

Invoking (6.2) we obtain 

m-a.e. in X. 

Eventually we let n -t oo to conclude, by a diagonal argument, that f 
has a q-relaxed slope and that IV fl*,q ~ IV flw,q m-a.e. in X. Q.E.D. 

The proof of the previous result provides, by a similar argument, 
the following locality result. 

Proposition 36. If f has a q-weak upper gradient and A c X 
is open, then denoting by IV fl:tr,w,q the minimal q-relaxed slope in the 
metric measure space (A, d, m), 

(6.3) IV fl:tr,w,q = IV flw,q m-a.e. in A. 
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Proof. We already noticed that, by definition, IV' JIA,w,q :::; IV' flw,q 
m-a.e. in A. Let B C A be an open set with dist(B, X\ A) > 0 and let 
'lj! : X -+ [0, 1] be a Lipschitz cut-off function with support contained in 
A and equal to 1 on a neighbourhood of B. If fn E Lip(A) have bounded 
support, converge to fin Lq(A,m) and satisfy Lipa(fn,·)-+ I'VfiA,*,q 
in Lq(A, m), we can consider the functions fn'l/J and use (4.3) to obtain 
that 'l/JI\7 fiA,*,q + Lip('l/J)xlfl is a q-relaxed slope off in X, where X 

is the characteristic function of the set { 'lj! < 1 }. Since x = 0 on B it 
follows that 

m-a.e. in B. 

Letting B t A and using the identification of gradients the proof is 
achieved. Q.E.D. 

In particular, since any open set A C X can be written as the 
increasing union of open subsets An with An C A, it will make sense 
to speak of the weak gradient on A of a function f : A -+ lR having a 
q-weak upper gradient when restricted to An for all n; suffices to define 
I'Vflw,q: A-+ [O,oo) by 

(6.4) m-a.e. on An 

and the definition is well posed m-a.e. in X thanks to Proposition 36. 

§7. Reflexivity of W 1,q(X, d, m), 1 < q < oo 

We will denote by W 1 ,q(X, d, m) the Banach space offunctions f E 

Lq(X, m) having a q-relaxed slope, endowed with the norm 

By a general property of normed spaces, in order to prove completeness, 
it suffices to show that any absolutely convergent series in W 1 ,q(X, d, m) 
is convergent; if fn satisfy En llfnll~n,q < oo, the completeness of 
Lq(X, m) yields that f := En fn and g := En IV' fnl*,q converge in 
Lq(X, m), and the finite subadditivity of the relaxed gradient together 
with the lower semicontinuity of Cq give f E W 1,q(X, d, m) and 
fx IV'fl~,qdm:::; llglltq:::; (Ei IIIV'fikqiiLq)q. A similar argument gives 
that 

hence En fn converges in W 1,q(X, d, m). 
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In this section we prove that the Sobolev spaces W 1,q(X, d, m) are 
reflexive when 1 < q < oo, (X, d) is doubling and separable, and m is 
finite on bounded sets. Our strategy is to build, by a finite difference 
scheme, a family of functionals which provide a discrete approximation 
of Cheeger's energy. The definition of the approximate functionals relies 
on the existence of nice partitions of doubling metric spaces. 

Lemma 37. For every 8 > 0 there exist £0 E N U { oo} and pairs 
set-point (Af, zf), 0::; i < £0 , where Af C X are Borel sets and zf EX, 
satisfying: 

(i) the sets Af, 0::; i < £0 , are a partition of X and d(zf,zJ) > 8 
whenever i i=- j; 

(ii) At are comparable to balls centered at zf, namely 

Proof. Let us fix once for all a countable dense set {xkhEN· Then, 
starting from zg = x0 , we proceed in this way: 

• for i 2: 1, set recursively 

• if Bi = 0 for some i 2: 1, then the procedure stops. Otherwise, 
take zf = Xk; where 

We claim that for every c: > 0 we have that 

00 

U B(zf,8 +c:) =X. 
i=O 

To show this it is sufficient to note that for every x E X we have a point 
x1 such that d(x1, x) < c:; then either Xj = zf for some i or Xj E B(zf, 8) 
for some i. In both cases we get 

(7.1) \fx EX ::liEN such that d(zf, x) < 8 + c:. 

Now we define the sets At similarly to a Voronoi diagram constructed 
from the starting point zf: for i E N we set 

Bf = { x EX : d(x, zf)::; d(x, zj) + c: \:/j }. 
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It is clear that Bf are Borel sets whose union is the whole of X; we turn 
them into a Borel partition by setting 

AJ := BJ \ U Bf, j > 0. 
i<j 

We can also give an equivalent definition: x E A~ iff 

k=minfx where Ix={iEN: d(x,zf):Sd(x,zJ)+c: VjEN}. 

In other words, we are minimizing the quantity d(x, zf) and among those 
indeces i who are minimizing up to c: we take the least one ix. By this 
quasi minimality and (7.1) we obtain d(x, zfJ ::::; infiEN d(x, zf) +c: < 8+ 
2c:. Furthermore if d(x, zf) < 8/2- c:/2 then Ix = {i}. Indeed, suppose 
there is another j E Ix with j # i, then d(zJ, x) ::::; d(zf, x)+c: ::::; 8/2+c:/2 
and so 

8 < d(zf,zJ) ::S d(zf,x) +d(zJ,x) ::S 8. 

We just showed that 

B z. --- cA. c B(z. 8 + 2c:) ( 0 8 c:) 0 0 
"2 2 • " . 

The dual definition gives us that At are a partition of X, and (ii) is 
satisfied choosing c: = 8/8. Q.E.D. 

Note that this construction is quite simpler if X is locally compact, 
which is always the case if (X, d) is doubling and complete. In this case 
we can choose c: = 0. 

We remark that partitions with additional properties have also been 
studied in the literature. For example, in [8] dyadic partitions of a 
doubling metric measure space are constructed. 

Definition 38 (Dyadic partition). A dyadic partition is made by a 
sequence (fh) C NU { oo} and by collections of disjoint sets (called cubes) 
jj.h = {Afh::::i<£(h) such that for every h E N the following properties 
hold: 

• m(X \ UiAf) = 0; 
• for every i E {1, ... , fh+d there exists a unique j E {1, ... , fh} 

such that Ah+l c A'?-· 
• J' 

• for every i E {1, ... fh} there exists zf EX such that 
B ( zf, ao8h) C Af C B ( zf, a18h) for some positive constants 
8, ao, a1 independent of i and h. 
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In [8] existence of dyadic decompositions is proved, with 8, a1 and a0 

depending on the constant en in (2.5). Although some more properties 
of the partition might give additional information on the functionals that 
we are going to construct, for the sake of simplicity we just work with 
the partition given by Lemma 37. 

In order to define our discrete gradients we give more terminology. 
We say that At is a neighbor of Aj, and we denote by At ,....., Aj, if their 
distance is less than 8. In particular At ,....., Aj implies that d(zf, zj) < 48: 
indeed, if zf EAt and zj E Aj satisfy d(zf,zj) < 8' we have 

d(zf' zJ) :::; d(zf' zf) + d(zf' zJ) + d(zJ' zJ) :::; ~0 8 + 8' 

and letting 8' + 8 we get 

8 8 14 d(zi,zj):::; 4 8 < 48. 

This leads us to the first important property of doubling spaces: 

In a en-doubling metric space (X, d), every Af has at most 
(7.2) 

c'b neighbors. 

Indeed, we can cover B(zf,48) with c'b balls with radius 8/2 but each 
of them, by the condition d(zf, zj) > 8, can contain only one of the zJ's. 

Now we fix 8 E (0, 1) and we consider a partition At of suppm on 
scale 8. For every u E Lq(X, m) we define the average U8,i of u in each 
cell of the partition by fA" udm. We denote by Pe8(X), which depends 
on the chosen decomposition as well, the set of functions u E Lq(X, m) 
constant on each cell of the partition at scale 8, namely 

u(x) = U8,i for m-a.e. x E Af. 
We define a linear projection functional P8 : Lq(X, m) ---+ Pe8(X) by 
P8u(x) = U8,i for every x EAt. 

The proof of the following lemma is elementary. 

Lemma 39. P8 are contractions in Lq(X, m) and P,u ---+ u in 
Lq(X, m) as 8 + 0 for all u E Lq(X, m). 

Indeed, the contractivity of P8 is a simple consequence of Jensen's 
inequality and it suffices to check the convergence of P 8 as 8 + 0 on a 
dense subset of Lq(X, m). Since m is finite on bounded sets, suffices 
to consider bounded continuous functions with bounded support. Since 
bounded closed sets are compact, by the doubling property, it follows 
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that any such function u is uniformly continuous, so that :P0u --+ u 
pointwise as 6-!- 0. Then, we can use the dominated convergence theorem 
to conclude. 

We now define an approximate gradient as follows: it is constant on 
the cell Af for every 6, i E N and it takes the value 

VxEAf. 

We can accordingly define the functional ::fo,q : Lq(X, m) --+ [0, oo] by 

(7.3) ::fo,q(u) := L ITioulq(x) dm(x). 

Now, using the weak gradients, we define a functional Ch: Lq(X, m) 
--+ [0, oo] that we call Cheeger energy, formally similar to the one (5.3) 
used in Section 5, for the purposes of energy dissipation estimates and 
equivalence of weak gradients. Namely, we set 

Chq(u) := {fx IVul~,q dm if u ha~ a q-relaxed slope 
+oo otherwise. 

At this level of generality, we cannot expect that the functionals ::fo,q 
f-converge as 6-!- 0. However, since Lq(X, m) is a complete and separable 
metric space, from the compactness property of r-convergence stated in 
Proposition 4 we obtain that the functionals ::fo,q have f-limit points as 
6-!- 0. 

Theorem 40. Let (X, d, m) be a metric measure space with (suppm, 
d) complete and doubling, m finite on bounded sets. Let ::Fq be a r -limit 
point of ::fo,q as 6-!- 0, namely 

for some infinitesimal sequence (6k), where the f-limit is computed with 
respect to the Lq(X, m) distance. Then: 

(a) ::Fq is equivalent to the Cheeger energy Chq, namely there exists 

(7.4) 

rJ = rJ(q,cD) such that 

1 
- Chq(u):::; ::Fq(u):::; r]Chq(u) 
rJ 

(b) The norm on W 1,q(X, d, m) defined by 

(7.5) 



(7.6) 
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is uniformly convex. Moreover, the seminorm :r;/2 is Hilber
tian, namely 

:f2(u + v) + :f2(u- v) = 2(:f2(u) + :f2(v)) 'Vu, v E W 1•2 (X, d, m). 

Corollary41 (ReflexivityofW1•q(X,d,m)). Let(X,d,m) beamet
ric measure space with ( supp m, d) doubling and m finite on bounded 
sets. The Sobolev space W 1·q(X, d, m) of functions u E Lq(X, m) with a 
q-relaxed slope, endowed with the usual norm 

(7.7) 'Vu E W 1•q(X d m) 
' ' ' 

is reflexive. 

Proof. Since the Banach norms (7.5) and (7.7) on W 1·q(X, d, m) 
are equivalent thanks to (7.4) and reflexivity is invariant, we can work 
with the first norm. The Banach space W 1·q(X, d, m) endowed with the 
first norm is reflexive by uniform convexity and Milman-Pettis theorem. 

Q.E.D. 

We can also prove, by standard functional-analytic arguments, that 
reflexivity implies separability. 

Proposition 42 (Separability of W 1·q(X, d, m)). If W 1·q(X, d, m) 
is reflexive, then it is separable and bounded Lipschitz functions with 
bounded support are dense. 

Proof. The density of Lipschitz functions with bounded support 
follows at once from the density of this convex set in the weak topology, 
ensured by Proposition 16. In order to prove separability, it suffices to 
consider for any M a countable and Lq(X, m)-dense subset 'DM of 

LM := {f E Lip(X) nU(X,m): fx1Vfl~,qdm::; M}, 
stable under convex combinations with rational coefficients. The weak 
closure of 'D M obviously contains L M, by reflexivity (because iff n E 'D M 
converge to f ELM in Lq(X, m), then fn--+ f weakly in W 1·q(X, d, m)); 
being this closure convex, it coincides with the strong closure of 'D M. 
This way we obtain that the closure in the strong topology of UM'DM 
contains all Lipschitz functions with bounded support. Q.E.D. 

The strategy of the proof of statement (a) in Theorem 40 consists 
in proving the estimate from above of :fq with relaxed gradients and 
the estimate from below with weak gradients. Then, the equivalence 
between weak and relaxed gradients provides the result. In the estimate 
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from below it will be useful the discrete version of the q-weak upper 
gradient property given in Definition 26. 

In the following lemma we prove that for every u E Lq(X, m) we 
have that 4I1J.,ul is a q-weak upper gradient for P.,u up to scale 8/2. 

Lemma 43. Let 'Y E ACP([O, 1]; X). Then we have that 

IP.,u('Yb)- P.,u('Ya)l ~ 4lb I1J.,ui('Yt)l"ftl dt 
(7.8) 

for all a< b s.t. lb li'tl dt > 8/2. 

In particular 4I1J.,ul is a q-weak upper gradient of P.,u up to scale 8/2. 

Proof. It is enough to prove the inequality under the more restric
tive assumption that 

(7.9) 

because then we can slice every interval (a, b) that is longer than 8/2 
into subintervals that satisfy (7.9), and we get (4.12) by adding the 
inequalities for subintervals and using triangular inequality. 

Now we prove (4.12) for every a, b E [0, 1] such that (7.9) holds. 
Take any time t E [a, b]; by assumption, it is clear that d( "ft, "fa) ~ 8 and 
d('Yt, "!b) ~ 8, so that the cells relative to "fa and 'Yb are both neighbors 
of the one relative to 'Yt. By definition then we have: 

1 
I1Joulq('Yt) ~ 8q (IP.,u('Yb)- P.,u('YtW + IP.,u('Yt)- P.,u('YaW) 

1 
~ 2q_ 18q IP.,u('Yb)- P.,u('YaW· 

Taking the q-th root and integrating in t we get 

lb I1J.,ui('Yt)l"ftl dt ~ IP.,u('Y;L~I:;u('Ya)llb li'tl dt 

1 
~ 21P.,u('Yb)- P.,u('Ya)l, 

which proves (7.8). Q.E.D. 

We can now prove Theorem 40. 
Proof of the first inequality in (7.4). We prove that there exists a con
stant 'f/1 = 'f/1 ( c D) such that 

(7.10) :rq(u) ~ 'f/1 L IV fl~,q dm \:lu E Lq(X, m). 
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Let u : X -+ JR. be a Lipschitz function with bounded support. We prove 
that 

(7.11) 

Indeed, let us consider i, j E [1, £&) n N such that Af and A~ are neigh
bors. For every x E Af, y E A~ we have that d(x, y) ~ diam(Af) + 
diam(Af) + d(Af, A~) ~ (10/4 + 10/4 + 1)8 = 68 and that 
y E B(zf, 198/4) C B(zf, 58). Hence 

iuc) . - Uc) ·I 1 r 
,• 8 ,J ~ 8m(Af)m(A~) JAtxAJ iu(x) -u(y)ldm(x)dm(y) 

~ 6 Lip(u, B(zf, 58)). 

Thanks to the fact that the number of neighbors of Af does not exceed 
c'JJ (see (7.2)) we obtain 

Vx E suppm, 

which proves (7.11). 
Integrating on X we obtain that 

!.f'&,q(u) ~ 6qc'b i (Lip(u, B(x, 68)))q dm(x). 

Choosing 8 = 8k, letting k -+ oo and applying the dominated con
vergence theorem on the right-hand side as well as the definition of 
asymptotic Lipschitz constant (3. 7) we get 

!.f'q(u) ~ liminf!.f'&k,q(u) ~ 6qc'JJ { Lip~(u,x)dm(x). 
k-+oo Jx 

By approximation, Proposition 16 yields (7.10) with ry1 = 6qc'JJ. 
Proof of the second inequality in (7.4). We consider a sequence ( uk) 
which converges to u in Lq(X, m) with liminfk !.f'&k,q(uk) finite. We prove 
that u has a q-weak upper gradient and that 

(7.12) :q i l\7uli,,qdm ~ limkinf!.f'&k,q(uk)· 

Then, (7.4) will follow easily from (7.10), (7.12), Definition 3b and the 
coincidence of weak and relaxed gradients. 

Without loss of generality we assume that the right-hand side is fi
nite and, up to a subsequence not relabeled, we assume that the lim inf is 
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a limit. Hence, the sequence fk := I'Dok ukl is bounded in Lq(X, m) and, 
by weak compactness, there exist g E Lq(X, m) and a subsequence k(h) 
such that fk(h) --' g weakly in Lq(X, m). By the lower semicontinuity of 
the q-norm with respect to the weak convergence, we have that 

(7.13) 

We can now apply Theorem 27 to the functions uh = T 0k(h) (uk(h)), which 
converge to u in Lq(X, m) thanks to Lemma 39, and to the functions 
gh = 4fk(h) which are q-weak upper gradients of uh up to scale bk(h)/2, 
thanks to Lemma 43. We obtain that 4g is a weak upper gradient of u, 
hence g 2': I'Vulw,q/4 m-a.e. in X. Therefore (7.13) gives 

4
1 r I'Vul~,q dm:::; r gq dm:::; lim S"ok,q( Uk)· 
q lx lx k-+oo 

Proof of statement (b). Let :Nq,o : Lq(X, m) --+ [0, oo] be the positively 
1-homogeneous function 

For q 2': 2 we prove that :Nq,o satisfies the first Clarkson inequality [22] 
(7.14) 

:N~,o ( u ~ v) +N~,6 ( u; v) :::; ~ (:N~, 6 (u)+N~,6 (v)) 'Vu, v E Lq(X, m). 

Indeed, let X6 C N U (N x N) be the (possibly infinite) set 

and let m0 be the counting measure on X 6 . We consider the function 
<I>q,6: Lq(X, m)--+ Lq(X0 , m6) defined by 

'ViE [1,£6) nN 
'V(i,j) E ([1,£6) nN) 2 

s.t. Af rvA~. 

It can be easily seen that <I>q,6 is linear and that 

(7.15) 

Writing the first Clarkson inequality in the space Lq(Xh, mh) and 
using the linearity of <I>q,o we immediately obtain (7.14). Let w: (0, 1) --+ 
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(0, oo) be the increasing and continuous modulus of continuity w(r) = 
1- (1- rq/2q) 1fq. From (7.14) it follows that for all u, v E Lq(X,m) 
with Nq,o(u) = Nq,o(v) = 1 it holds 

( u+v) Nq,o - 2- :::; 1- w(Nq,o (u- v)). 

Hence Nq,o are uniformly convex with the same modulus of continuity 
w. Thanks to Lemma 5 we conclude that also the r-limit ofthese norms, 
namely (7.5), is uniformly convex with the same modulus of continuity. 

If q < 2 the proof can be repeated substituting the first Clarkson 
inequality (7.14) with the second one 

where p = qf(q- 1), see [22]. In this case the modulus w is 1- (1-
(r/2)P)1/P. 

Finally, let us consider the case q = 2. From the Clarkson inequality 
we get 

(7.16) 

If we apply the same inequality to u = ( u' + v') /2 and v = ( u' - v') /2 
we obtain a converse inequality and, since u' and v' are arbitrary, the 
equality. 

We conclude this section providing a counterexample to reflexivity. 
We denote by /!1 the Banach space of summable sequences (xn)n~o and 
by 1!00 the dual space of bounded sequences, with duality ( ·, ·) and norm 
llvlloo· We shall use the factorization /!1 = Yi +!Rei, where ei, 0:::; i < oo, 
are the elements of the canonical basis of /!1. Accordingly, for fixed i we 
write x = x~ + Xiei and, for f : /!1 ~ ffi. and y E Yi, we set 

tER 

Proposition 44. There exist a compact subset X of 1!1 and m E 
.9' (X) such that, if d is the distance induced by the inclusion in I! 1, the 
space W 1,q (X, d, m) is not reflexive for all q E (1, oo). 

Proof. Fori ~ 0, we denote by mi the normalized Lebesgue mea
sure in Xi := [0, 2-i] and define X to be the product of the intervals Xi 
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and m to be the product measure. Since X is a compact subset of R1 , 

we shall also view mas a probability measure in R1 concentrated on X. 
Setting r(x) := (v, x), we shall prove that the map v c---t r provides 

a linear isometry between Roc, endowed with the norm 

(7.17) lvloo := (L l(v, xW dm(x) + llvll%o) 
1
/q 

and W 1,q(X,d,m). Since the norm (7.17) is equivalent to the Roo norm, 
it follows that W 1 ,q(X, d, m) contains a non-reflexive closed subspace 
and therefore it is itself non-reflexive. 

Since the Lipschitz constant of r is llvlloo, it is clear that 
IIIVrlw,qiiLq::::; llvlloo· To prove equality, suffices to show that 
J X IV' r I~ ,q dm ;:::: II vII %o. Therefore we fix an integer i ;:::: 0 and we prove 
that fx IV rl~,q dm;:::: lvilq· 

Fix a sequence (in) of Lipschitz functions with bounded support 
with rand Lipa(r) strongly convergent in Lq(X, m) tor and IV' rlw,q 
respectively. Possibly refining the sequence, we can assume that 

(7.18) 2:: 11r- r11~ < oo. 
n 

If we show that 

(7.19) 

we are done. Denoting m = mi ® mi the factorization of m (with mi E 
Y(Yi)), we can use the obvious pointwise inequalities 

and Fatou's lemma, to reduce the proof of (7.19) to the one-dimensional 
statement 

(7.20) l~~~f Li IY'f;lq(t)dmi(t);:::: lvilq 

Since (7.18) yields 

we have that f;-+ f; in Lq(Xi,mi) = Lq(Xi,2i.:t?1 ) for mi-a.e. y E 

Y;. We have also IVJ;I(t) = lvil for any t E xi, therefore (7.20) is 
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a consequence of the well-known lower semicontinuity in Lq (Xi, 5t'1 ) 

of g r--t fx. lg'(t)iq d5t'1 (t) for Lipschitz functions defined on the real 
line (notice' also that in this context we can replace the slope with the 
modulus of derivative, wherever it exists). Q.E.D. 

§8. Lower semicontinuity of the slope of Lipschitz functions 

Let us recall, first, the formulation of the Poincare inequality in 
metric measure spaces. 

Definition 45. The metric measure space (X, d, m) supports a weak 
(1, q)-Poincare inequality if there exist constants T, A > 0 such that for 
every u E W 1·q(X, d, m) and for every x E suppm, r > 0 the following 
holds: 

(8.1) 1 /u _1 u/ dm ~ Tr (1 IY'ul~ q dm) l/q 
j B(x,r) j B(x,r) j B(x,Ar) ' 

Many different and equivalent formulations of ( 8.1) are possible: 
for instance we may replace in the right hand side IY'ul~,q with IY'ulq, 
requiring the validity of the inequality for Lipschitz functions only. The 
equivalence of the two formulations has been first proved in [19], but one 
can also use the equivalence of weak and relaxed gradients to establish 
it. Other formulations involve the median, or replace the left hand side 
by 

inf 1 I u - m I dm. 
mER j B(x,r) 

The following lemma contains the fundamental estimate to prove our 
result. 

Lemma 46. Let (X, d, m) be a doubling metric measure space which 
supports a weak (1, q)-Poincare inequality with constants T, A. Let u E 

W 1·q(X, d, m) and let g = IY'ulw,q· There exists a constant c > 0 
depending only on the doubling constant cv and T such that 

(8.2) iu(x)- u(y)i ~ Cd(x,y)(M;Ad(x,y)g(x) + M;Ad(x,y)g(y)), 

for every Lebesgue points x, y E X of (a representative of) u. 

Proof. The main estimate in the proof is the following. Denoting 
by Uz,r the mean value of u on B(z, r), for every s > 0, x, y E X such 
that B(x, s) C B(y, 2s) we have that 

(8.3) 
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Since m is doubling and the space supports (1, q)-Poincare inequality, 
from (2.6) we have that 

lux,s - Uy,2s I ::; 1 lu - Uy,2s I dm ::; /32a 1 lu - Uy,2s I dm 
} B(x,s) } B(y,2s) 

and we obtain (8.3) with C0 = 21+af3T. 

For every r > 0 let Sn = 2-nr for every n 2: 1. If x is a Lebesgue 
point for u then Ux,sn-+ u(x) as n-+ oo. Hence, applying (8.3) to x = y 
and Sn = 2-nr, summing on n 2: 1 and remarking that MiAsn g ::; M:r g, 
we get 
(8.4) 

00 00 

n=O n=O 

For every r > 0, x, y Lebesgue points of u such that B(x, r) C 

B(y, 2r), we can use the triangle inequality, (8.3) and (8.4) to get 

lu(x)- u(y)l ::; lu(x)- Ux,rl + lux,r- Uy,2rl + luy,2r- u(y)l 

::; CorM:rg(x) + CorM;Arg(y) + CorM:rg(y). 

Taking r = d(x, y) (which obviously implies B(x, r) c B(y, 2r)) and 
since Mgf(x) is nondecreasing in E we obtain (8.2) with C = 2C0 . 

Q.E.D. 

Proposition 47. Let (X, d, m) be a doubling metric measure space, 
supporting a weak (1, q)-Poincare inequality with constants T, A and with 
supp m = X There exists a constant C > 0 depending only on the dou
bling constant cv and T such that 

(8.5) l\7ul ::; C l\7ulw,q m-a.e. in X 

for any Lipschitz function u with bounded support. 

Proof. We set g = l\7ulw,q; we note that g is bounded and with 
bounded support, thus Mgg converges tog in Lq(X, m) as E-+ 0. Let us 

fix ).. > 0 and a Lebesgue point x for u where (2.8) is satisfied by M;g. 
Let Yn -+ x be such that 

(8.6) l\7ul(x) = lim lu(yn)- u(x)l 
n--+oo d (Yn, X) 
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and set rn = d(x, Yn), Bn = B(yn, Arn) C B(x, 2rn)· Since (8.2) of 
Lemma 46 holds for m-a.e. y E Bn, from the monotonicity of Mgg we 
get 

lu(x)- u(yn)l :::; j lu(x)- u(y)l dm(y) + Arn Lip(u, Bn) 
}En 

:::; Crn ( MiArng(x) + tn MiArng(y) dm(y)) + ArnL, 

where Lis the Lipschitz constant of u. For n large enough Bn C B(x, 1) 
and 4Arn :::; ..\. Using monotonicity once more we get 

for n large enough. Since B(yn, rn) = Bn C B(x, 2rn) and since x is a 
1-Lebesgue point for Mtg, we apply (2.9) of Lemma 8 to the sets Bn to 
get 

(8.8) 

We now divide both sides in (8.7) by rn = d(x, Yn) and let n --+ oo. 
From (8.8) and (8.6) we get 

l\7ul(x):::; 2CM;g(x) + ..\L. 

Since this inequality holds for m-a.e. x, we can choose an infinitesimal 
sequence ( ..\k) C ( 0, 1) and use the m-a.e. convergence of Mtk g to g to 
obtain (8.5). Q.E.D. 

Theorem 48. Let (X, d, m) be a metric measure space with m dou
bling, which supports a weak (1, q)-Poincare inequality and satisfies 
supp m = X. Then, for any open set A c X it holds 

Un, U E Liploc(A), Un--+ U in Lfoc(A) 

===} liminf r l\7unlq dm ~ r l\7ulq dm. 
n--+oc } A J A 

(8.9) 

In particular, understanding weak gradients according to (6.4), it holds 
l\7ul = l\7ulw,q m-a.e. in X for all u E Lip10c(X). 

Proof. By a simple truncation argument we can assume that all 
functions Un are uniformly bounded, since I\7(M 1\vV -M)I:::; l\7vl and 
I\7(M 1\ v V -M)I t l\7vl as M--+ oo. Possibly extracting a subsequence 
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we can also assume that the liminf in the right-hand side of (8.9) is a 
limit and, without loss of generality, we can also assume that it is finite. 
Fix a bounded open set B with dist(B,X\A) > 0 and let 'ljJ: X--+ [0, 1] 
be a cut-off Lipschitz function identically equal to 1 on a neighborhood 
of B, with support bounded and contained in A. It is clear that the 
functions Vn := Un'¢ and v := u'lj; are globally Lipschitz, Vn --+ v in 
Lq(X, m) and (vn) is bounded in W 1 ,q(X, d, m). 

From the reflexivity of this space proved in Corollary 41 we have 
that, possibly extracting a subsequence, ( vn) weakly converges in the 
Sobolev space to a function w. Using Mazur's lemma, we construct 
another sequence (vn) that is converging strongly tow in W 1•q(X, d, m) 
and Vn is a finite convex combination of Vn, Vn+ 1, .. .. In particular we 
get Vn--+ win Lq(X, m) and this gives w = v. Moreover, 

Eventually, from Proposition 47 applied to the functions v- fin we get: 

(li\7vlq dm) 
1
/q 

~ l~~~f { (liVvnlq dm) 
11

q + (liv(v- vnW dm) 
11q} 

~lim sup { ( { l\7vniq dm) 
1/q} + Climsup llv- finllwl,q 

n---+oo }B n---+oo 

=lim sup ( r l\7vnlq dm) 
1
/q 

n---+oo JB 
Since Vn = Un and v = u on B we get 

and letting B t A gives the result. Q.E.D. 

§9. Appendix A: other notions of weak gradient 

In this section we consider different notions of weak gradients, all 
easily seen to be intermediate between l\7 flw,q and l\7 f'*.q, and therefore 
coincident, as soon as Theorem 35 is invoked. These notions inspired 
those adopted in [3]. 
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9.1. q-relaxed upper gradients and IV flc,q 

In the relaxation procedure we can consider, instead of pairs (!, 
Lipa f) (i.e. Lipschitz functions and their asymptotic Lipschitz con
stant), pairs (!,g) with g upper gradient of f. 

Definition 49 (q-relaxed upper gradient). We say that g E Lq(X, 
m) is a q-relaxed upper gradient off E Lq(X, m) if there exist g E 

Lq(X, m), functions fn E Lq(X, m) and upper gradient gn of fn such 
that: 

(a) fn--+ f in Lq(X, m) and gn weakly converge tog in Lq(X, m); 
(b) g ~ g m-a.e. in X. 

We say that g is a minimal q-relaxed upper gradient off if its Lq(X, m) 
norm is minimal among q-relaxed upper gradients. We shall denote by 
IV flc,q the minimal q-relaxed upper gradient. 

Again it can be proved (see [7]) that IV flc,q is local, and clearly 

(9.1) m-a.e. in X 

because any q-relaxed slope is a q-relaxed upper gradient. On the other 
hand, the stability property of q-weak upper gradients stated in Theo
rem 27 gives 

(9.2) IVflw,q ~ IVflc,q m-a.e. in X. 

In the end, thanks to Theorem 35, all these notions coincide m-a.e. in 
X. 

Notice that one more variant of the "relaxed" definitions is the one 
considered in [3], with pairs (!,IV fl). It leads to a weak gradient in
termediate between the ones on (9.1), but a posteriori equivalent, using 
once more Theorem 35. 

9.2. q-upper gradients and IV fls,q 
Here we recall a weak definition of upper gradient, taken from [24] 

and further studied in [27] in connection with the theory of Sobolev 
spaces, where we allow for exceptions in (2.2). This definition inspired 
the one given in [3], based on test plans. 

Recall that, for r c AC([O, 1], X), the q-modulus Modq(r) is defined 
by 

(9.3) Modq(r) := inf { fx pq dm: i p ~ 1 't:/"f E r }, 

where the infimum is taken over all non-negative Borel functions p: X--+ 
[0, +oo]. We say that r is Modq-negligible if Modq(r) = 0. Accordingly, 
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we say that a Borel function g : X --+ [0, oo] with fx gq dm < oo is a 

q-upper gradient off if there exist a function j and a Modq-negligible 
set r such that j = f m-a~e. in X and 

V7 E AC([O, 1], X)\ r. 

Notice that the condition J'"Y g < oo for Modq-almost every curve '"Y is 
automatically satisfied, by the q-integrability assumption on g. It is not 
hard to prove that the collection of all q-upper gradients off is convex 
and closed, so that we can call minimal q-upper gradient, and denote 
by IV fls,q, the element with minimal Lq(X, m) norm. Furthermore, the 
inequality 

(9.4) IV fls,q S IV flc,q m-a.e. in X 

(namely, the fact that all q-relaxed upper gradients are q-upper gradi
ents) follows by a stability property of q-upper gradients very similar 
to the one stated in Theorem 27 for q-weak upper gradients, see [27, 
Lemma 4.11]. 

Observe that for a Borel set r c C([O, 1],X) and a test plan 1r, 

integrating on r w.r.t. 7r the inequality J'"Y p ::::: 1 and then minimizing 
over p, we get 

which shows that any Modq-negligible set of curves is also q-negligible 
according to Definition 19. This immediately gives that any q-upper 
gradient is a q-weak upper gradient, so that 

(9.5) IV flw,q S IV fls,q m-a.e. in X. 

Combining (9.1), (9.4), (9.5) and Theorem 35 we obtain that also IV fls,q 
coincides m-a.e. with all other gradients. 

§10. Appendix B: discrete gradients in general spaces 

Here we provide another type of approximation via discrete gradi
ents which doesn't even require the space (X, d) to be doubling. We 
don't know whether this approximation can be used to obtain the re
flexivity of W 1,q(X, d, m) even without doubling assumptions. 

We slightly change the definition of discrete gradient: instead of 
taking the sum of the finite differences, that is forbidden due to the fact 
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that the number of terms can not in general be uniformly bounded from 
above, we simply take the supremum among the finite differences. Let 
us fix a decomposition Af of suppm as in Lemma 37. Let u E Lq(X, m) 
and denote by Uo,i the mean of u in Af as before. We consider the 
discrete gradient 

'Vx E Af. 

Then we consider the functional 3";5 : Lq(X, m) ---+ [0, oo] given by 

3":5(u) := [ I'D<~(u)l&o(x) dm(x). 

With these definitions, the following theorem holds. 

Theorem 50. Let (X, d, m) be a Polish metric measure space with 
m finite on bounded sets. Let 3"'; be a r -limit point of 3";;,o8 as o + 0, 
namely 

3"q00 : = r- lim 3"q008 ' 
k-tCXJ ' k 

where ok ---+ 0 and the r -limit is computed with respect to the Lq(X, m)
distance. Then the functional 3"'; is equivalent to Cheeger's energy, 
namely there exists a constant 7]00 = TJoo ( q) such that 

(10.1) 

The proof follows closely the one of Theorem 40. An admissible 
choice for 7]00 is 6q. 

§11. Appendix C: some open problems 

In this section we discuss some open problems. 

1. Optimality of the Poincare assumption for the lower semi
continuity of slope. As shown to us by P. Koskela, the doubling 
assumption, while sufficient to provide reflexivity of the Sobolev spaces 
W 1•q(X,d,m), is not sufficient to ensure the lower semicontinuity (1.1) 
of slope. Indeed, one can consider for instance the Von Koch snowflake 
X c IR2 endowed with the Euclidean distance. Since X is a self-similar 
fractal satisfying Hutchinson's open set condition (see for instance [11]), 
it follows that X is Ahlfors regular of dimension a = ln 4/ ln 3 E ( 1, 2), 
namely 0 < Jt<'"'(X) < oo, where£"' denotes a-dimensional Hausdorff 
measure in IR2 . Using self-similarity it is easy to check that (X, d, £"') 
is doubling. However, since absolutely continuous curves with values 
in X are constant, the q-weak upper gradient of any Lipschitz function 
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f vanishes. Then, the equivalence of weak and relaxed gradients gives 
IV fl*,q = 0 £ 00-a.e. on X. By Proposition 16 we obtain Lipschitz 
functions fn convergent to fin Lq(X, £ 00 ) and satisfying 

lim r Lip~ (in, x) d£00 (x) = 0. 
n-+oo Jx 

Since Lipa(fn,·)?: IVfnl, if IVJI is not trivial we obtain a counterex
ample to (1.1). 

One can easily show that any linear map, say f(x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 , has 
a nontrivial slope on X at least £ 00-a.e. in X. Indeed, IVJI(x) = 0 
for some x E X implies that the geometric tangent space to X at x, 
namely all limit points as y E X -+ x of normalized secant vectors 
(y - x) /I y - xI, is contained in the vertical line { x1 = 0}. However, 
a geometric rectifiability criterion (see for instance [1, Theorem 2.61]) 
shows that this set of points x is contained in a countable union of 
Lipschitz curves, and it is therefore O"-finite with respect to £ 1 and 
£ 00-negligible. 

This proves that doubling is not enough. On the other hand, quan
titative assumptions weaker than the Poincare inequality might still be 
sufficient to provide the result. 

2. Dependence on q of the weak gradient. The dependence of 
IV flw,q on q is still open: more precisely, assuming for simplicity that 
m(X) is finite, f E W 1•q(X, d, m) easily implies via Proposition 16 that 
f E W 1·r(X, d, m) for 1 < r:::; q and that 

m-a.e. in X. 

Whether equality m-a.e. holds or not is an open question. As pointed 
out to us by Gigli, this holds if IVglw,q is independent of q for a dense 
class ']) of functions (for instance Lipschitz functions g with bounded 
support); indeed, if this the case, for any g E '])we have 

and considering 9n E '])with 9n-+ f strongly in W 1•q(X, d, m) we obtain 
the result, since convergence occurs also in W 1•r(x, d, m) and therefore 
IVgnlr,*-+ IV fir,* in U(X, m). 

Under doubling and Poincare assumptions, we know that these re
quirements are met with the class ']) of Lipschitz functions with bounded 
support, therefore as pointed out in [7] the weak gradient is independent 
of q. Assuming only the doubling condition, the question is still open. 1 

1 At the time of receiving the page proofs, a counterexample has been found 
in S. Di Marino, G.Speight: "The p-weak gradient depends on p", Proceedings 
AMS, in press. 
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